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Jail fails
to notify
of walk-offs
Orioles slice
into Indians'
lead in ALCS
Page 8

COPYRIGHT, 1997
LEDGER & TIMES
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

LOCAL

Halloween
hours set
Trick or treat hours in the city
of Murray for Halloween will be
between 5 and 7 p.m.
City officials urge all parents
and children to observe caution. Also, motorists are encouraged to be watchful of
children during these hours.
WORLD

Brits break
sound barrier
GERLACH, Nev.(AP) — The
fastest car in the world needed
a Formula 1 pit stop. But while
Thrust SSC broke the sound
barrier twice, it missed the record books by being 52 seconds slow getting back on
Course.

The jet-powered car
streaked across the Black Rock
Desert at 764.168 mph on
Monday, then made a return
trip at 760.135 mph, accompanied both times by a soft
sonic boom muffled by the porous hardpan.
But a drag parachute failed
to deploy on the first run and
the car overshot the end of the
13-mile course by 1 4
1 miles. It
took 61 minutes to turn the car
around and position it for the
second sprint.
The rules require two runs in
opposite directions within one
hour.
"So near, and yet so far,"
project leader Richard Noble
said.
Noble, himself a former land
speed record-holder, said his
car would be back in the desert
125 miles north of Reno today
or Wednesday to achieve his
ultimate goal of Mach 1 plus 10
percent.

WEATHER
Frost advisory tonight
Today...Mostly sunny but
cool. High 60 to 65. Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Clear and cold with
frost likely. Low in the mid
30s. Light northwest wind becoming north.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
High 60 to 65.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
READING IS FUN: Two-year-old Joel Ferguson takes advantage of the rainy weather Monday to catch
up on his reading at the Calloway County Public Library.

City officials ask
for second traffic count
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
The City of Murray asked for a
recount.
After state officials counted
traffic patterns in Murray earlier
this year, city officials asked the
state to recount traffic patterns in
town.
The reason?
Murray State University students were not in town when
state officials counted traffic on
various streets in Murray.
"We were concerned at the
time about the numbers," city administrator Don Elias said. "They
did these a week after students

left town and we felt that was not
an accurate description. Normally, they are here more often
than not and that's a big factor in
our traffic."
So state officials agreed to recount traffic patterns in town.
They have been doing so over the
last few weeks.

lot of developers call us and ask
for traffic counts — gas station,
fast-food restaurants and retail
businesses. They want to locate
in high traffic areas and we can
give them some direct feedback."
Traffic counts are also used in
the determination of traffic lights
and other changes.
Elias pointed out that these
traffic counts will give the city
some indication of the effect of
the Wal-Mart Supercenter on
traffic in town.
"The move of Wal-Mart to
north of town has obviously

The counts are completed every three years.
Elias said the city uses the
counts for a variety of different
reasons.
"We obviously use the numbers for planning and engineering," Elias said. "They are also
important for retail trades and a • See Page 3

House
Democrats
divided on
insurance

Stan Scott
Calloway County Sheriff

been recovered yet," said Central
City Patrolman Tommy Crick.
"We had seen him earlier that
morning at another dealership
here in town but didn't know he
was a walk-off from the jail
down there. It's kind of aggravating that they didn't notify
anyone."
The delay in reporting Sneed
missing, according to Calloway
County Jailer Pat Paschall, stems
from a mistake by jail employees.
"Apparently, when (MPD)
called and said the vehicle had
been recovered, an employee
down here thought they said
(Sneed) had been picked up in
Central City. They wrote it in our
logs that he had been arrested
there," Paschall said Tuesday. "It
was just a mistake on our part.
They should have already entered
him in there."
LINK and NCIC are state and
national computer systems that
lists wanted persons across the
nation. When a person is stopped
in another city, county or state,
law enforcement officers there
can call the name up in the system and find out the person's status. If that person is wanted anywhere in the nation, the computer
will alert them. The system is
also used with stolen vehicles.
IN See Page 3

Stumbo: Patton
will have
challengers

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some House members are beginning to talk about ending the special session on health insurance
without actually doing anything
about health insurance.
Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo said Monday the House
could end up passing legislation
that would be unacceptable to the
Senate.
Stumbo, who has been accused
by Gov. Paul Patton of purposely
trying to derail any agreement,
said he is firmly committed to
"pay or play." Stumbo said he is
not going to concern himself with
what the Senate might accept or
reject.
"If the Senate wants to go
home and not have a bill, that
suits me, too," Stumbo said.
In the wake of a confusing, indecisive session on Friday, the
House put off any action on the
matter Monday.
But in a straw vote Monday
evening among House Democrats, 30 preferred a "pay or
play" approach, 28 chose a highrisk pool and two members said
they did not like either approach.

Law enforcement officials in
several western Kentucky .cities
are wondering why the Calloway
County Detention Center didn't
notify them of a walk-off before
the man could steal two cars and
drop out of sight.
As of Tuesday morning, four
days after Steven Sneed, 23, of
507 N. 4th St., walked away from
his work-release program, officials said Sneed was still not
listed in law enforcement computers as missing. Neither are two
brothers who walked away from
work release in Calloway County
last week.
Friday afternoon, Sneed reportedly stole a 1990 white Pontiac
vehicle from a local dealership on
the premise that he wanted to
take the car for a test drive.
When the owner of the lot later
called to report the vehicle stolen, he was informed by Murray
police that the man was missing
from the local jail.
"He came in here I-riday, wearing street clothes, arid wanted to
take the vehicle for a test drive,"
said B.J. Barnhill, an employee
of 12th Street Motors in Murray.
"We had no idea he was from the
jail."
According to the Central City
Police Department, Sneed allegedly drove the vehicle to Central City and spent Friday night at
a hotel there.
The next morning, he allegedly
asked hotel employees for directions to Fort Knox before driving
the Murray vehicle to Lester Motors in Central City. He then took
another vehicle for a "test drive."
"The vehicle from here has not

"They have an obligation to notify us as
soon as somethinp like
this happens.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The escalating battle between
Gov. Paul Patton and House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo could
threaten Patton's legislative relations and produce opposition for
Patton when he runs for reelection in 1999.
Stumbo told The CourierJournal Monday that he still may
help his fellow Democrat legislatively, but he added: "Unless
there is a change of events, I'll
promise you there will be a
viable alternative candidate (in
1999) to Paul Patton, be it me or
somebody else."
Stumbo's favorite apparently is
former Gov. Brereton Jones,
whom he introduced to a Prestonsburg crowd this spring as
"your ex-governor and your next
governor."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
REAL ESTATE MOGUL: Robin Dawson lands on a property
she doesn't own yet during a game of Monopoly at the YMCA Teen
Center Monday after school.

II See Page 3

Jones said Monday that he, like
Stumbo, has been upset by several of Patton's actions as
governor.
Asked whether he -.."r
sl its to
find a foe for Patton, Jones said,
"If one or more people emerge
who I think have the commitment
and capacity to help the peOple
who really need the help in this
state, then, of course, I would be
interested in helping them."

I

Gov. PiliJI Patton
Despite saying he would consider running against Patton himself, Stumbo said Jones or Attorney General Ben Chandler would
make a better challenger than he
would. He said he has discussed
the idea with Jones, whom he
called a "very, very viable candidate," but not with Chandler.
Chandler spokeswoman Jennifer Schaaf said Chandler "isn't
closing any doors as far as his
political future is concerned, and
II See Page 3
^
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congratuiations
't11
The Winner of the 1996-1997

PURCHASE CUP
for
"Excellence in Athletics and Academics"

Proud to honor
our students for their
academic and
athletic abilities.

#1 out of

16 schools
in the
Jackson Purchase
area.
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III Jail...
FROM PAGE 1
Deputy Jailer Ronald Wisehart
said he meant to have Sneed entered into the computer Monday
but "didn't get time to do it" and
planned to do it Tuesday.
"The court allows these guys
to get out during the day and
work at their regular jobs, we
have no control over that. If they
don't come back, we have to get
a warrant signed by the judge before we can enter them into the
computer as missing," Wisehart
said. "I was going to do that
(Monday), but I didn't get the
time."
Paschall said most inmates given work release are not hardened criminals and are usually
not considered dangerous.
According to a Calloway court

clerk, Sneed was arrested Sept.
26 for violating an emergency
protective order issued in
McCracken County. He was arrested again on the same charge
less than 24 hours after posting
bond Oct. 2.
Sneed is the third Calloway
County inmate to walk off a work
release job in less than a month.
Wisehart said Miguel Zapata,
28, and his brother Roberto, 26,
both of San Antonio, Texas, have
been missing since last week.
Miguel Zapata faces charges of
aggravated assault. Roberto Zapata faces charges of fourthdegree assault, disorderly conduct, terroristic threatening and
alcohol intoxication. As of Tuesday morning, neither had been
entered into the computer as
missing.

blow that was given to me,"
Jones said, "by a guy who I
right now he's busy being attor- treated better than any governor
has treated a lieutenant governor
ney general."
in modern times."
On Sunday, Stumbo called PatJones said he also was angered
ton a liar because he made a camby Patton's refusal to oppose lepaign promise not to hurt coal gislators' weakening of the Legiminers. Jones, like Stumbo, said
slative Ethics Commission, and
he believes that Patton has re- less so by some of Patton's apneged on campaign promises, pointments to the Racing Comspecifically a pledge to Jones' mission — which under Jones
political appointees that they
was headed by his friend and felcould keep the same or similar low horse breeder, Wayne Lyster.
jobs in Patton's administration as
Jones said he has "a very
long as they were doing a good
happy life," but admitted that he
job.
has given thought to another bid
Patton served as lieutenant for governor because of Patton's
governor during Jones' admi- actions and the encouragement of
nistration, from 1991 to 1995.
many people. He said, however,
Jones' prime example was forthat talk of the race should be
mer baseball player Doug Flynn, tabled until after the regular legiwho ran the governor's anti-drug slative session ends in April.
youth program until Patton reAndrew Martin, Patton's chief
placed him with Larry Carrico, of staff, refused to respond to
husband of Kentucky Education
Jones' comments, except to say
Association President Janet that Patton has a policy of giving
Carrico.
lawmakers a free hand in laws
"That was the biggest single governing itself.
FROM PAGE 1

•Democrats...
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But with all of the changes working through the House, there are
serious questions about whether
the Senate will go along with any
version not its own.
Senate Majority Floor Leader
David Karem of Louisville indicated the Senate might accept
some changes, but not "pay or
play" over the high-risk pool.
House Majority Whip Joe Barrows of Versailles said if different House and Senate versions
end up in a conference committee, that is no guarantee of an acceptable compromise either.
"There is some chance in conference committee that it could
bog down altogether," Barrbws
said.
House Majority Caucus Chairman Jim Callahan of Southgate
said it would be a mistake to end
the session without passing
something.
"I feel very strongly that we
need to go out of this session
with some type of action taken,"
Callahan said.
Some consumer groups are still
lobbying for "pay or play,"
while Patton's administration, Insurance Commissioner George
Nichols III and lobbyists for insurance companies that left Kentucky are beating the drum for a
risk pool.
What happens next is unclear.
Even if the House votes on
Tuesday and passes some version
of a bill, the Senate must consider it and a conference committee is likely. If the conference
produces a bill, that becomes
subject to a straight up or down
vote in both chambers, without
opportunity for amendment.
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the three men from the local jail
and was totally unaware of the
situations.
"They have an obligation to
notify us as soon as something
like this happens," he said. "They
have not notified anybody yet.
They could be long gone by
now."
Several months ago, an inmate
released on the Class-D felon
program walked away from his
job at the county maintainence
barn. That inmate, Timothy
Campbell, is still at large.

•Traffic...

•Stumbo...

FROM PAGE 1
The secret ballot was taken
during a caucus of House Democrats and indicates some slight
movement toward a "pay or
play" system, in which insurance
companies would cover their
share of the state's high-risk people or pay a penalty.
A vote on the same subject
during Friday's abortive session
left Democrats divided, with 37
in favor of a high-risk pool and
26 for "pay or play."
House Speaker Jody Richards
said some work is being done to
craft an option that is "some
amalgamation of "pay or play"
and high-risk pool."
"I think we can still come up
with a bill. I certainly hope a bill
can be passed," Richards said.
The House was unable Friday
to pass anything with the necessary 51-vote endorsement, with
Richards mistakenly ending the
matter when the vote was 49-47.

"I filled out the warrant papers
on them Friday and put them on
the judge's desk (Monday),"
Wisehart said. "(The district
judge) has to sign that before we
can enter them into the
cornputer."
When a person is listed as an
escapee, the computer automatically notifies law enforcement
agencies in the area by teletype
or fax.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said Tuesday, he had not
received notification on any of

PADUCAH
KENTUCKY

-c

FROM PAGE 1
changed traffic flow," Elias said.
"The busiest place used to be
north of Chestnut on 12th Street,
but that obviously has changed.
One key area for study according to Elias is the corridor on
Kentucky 121 between 12th and
16th streets, where an access to
Wal-Mart is located and MSU's
new regional special events center is being constructed.
"I'm going to be interested to
see those numbers," Elias said.
"No one is happy with the access
to Wal-Mart there and the
amount of traffic on 16th is continously increasing."
The counts will also give officials data to use to study other
high traffic areas like Chestnut
and 16th streets and Main and
12th streets.
Director of planning and engineering Butch Seargent expects
all of the counts north of Main

Street to be higher.
"I can't imagine too many of
our counts being lower," Seargent
said. "We've had a lot of changes
in the last three or four years."
The long-range answer to helping curtail the traffic is a U.S.
641 Bypass around Murray.
"Most of our bigger truck
traffic is coming from south of
town on 641," Elias said. "We
would like to see a bypass around
town to help with problems like
that."
Elias said the bypass is included in the city's long-range
plan, but no definite drawings are
on the board.
"We certainly hope the state
will take a long look at that,"
Elias said.
City officials are also hoping
the eventual opening of U.S. 68
and Kentucky Highway 80 north
of town will also help alleviate
some traffic problems.

Former federaljudge David Lanier
arrested by Mexican authorities
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) — disappearance was not his own
Former Tennessee Chancery fault. Lanier, a fugitive since
Court Judge David W. Lanier Aug. 22, did not appear by the
was arrested Monday by officials Oct. 10 deadline.
of the Mexican Federal Judicial
Lanier was convicted in 1992
Police and ordered immediately of sexually assaulting five wodeported to the United States.
men at his courthouse 80 miles
U.S. Marshall W.J. Wood in
north of Memphis. His victims
Memphis, Tenn., said the fugitive
had legal matters before him or
judge was arrested by Mexican
worked at the courthouse.
authorities around 2 p.m. CDT
No state charges were filed
for violation of Mexican immig- against Lanier, whose brother
ration laws and ordered immediwas the local prosecutor at the
ately deported to the United
time, so the federal government
States.
charged him with civil rights
Members of the U.S. Marshals
violations.
Service office in San Diego took
Lanier was convicted under an
custody of Lanier as soon as he
1874 statute generally used to
crossed into the United States, prosecute police officers, prison
Wood said.
guards and others who have diLanier, 62, is presently in the
rect custody of their victims. LaMetropolitan Correctional Center
nier was the first judge convicted
here where he will begin serving
under that law.
the remainder of his sentence
The 6th Circuit overturned Lawhile waiting transportation to
nier's conviction last year, saying
his designated federal facility.
there was no specific U.S. SuOne week after the arrest warpreme Court decision making his
rant had been issued in late Auoffenses a constitutional
gust, authorities learned that Laviolation.
nier had been living in the MisIn March, the U.S. Supreme
sion Beach area of San Diego
Court sent the case back to the
under the name of Aubrey Lane
6th Circuit for reconsideration.
Thompson since January 1997.
The 6th Circuit ordered him back
Authorities also learned Lanier
to jail to wait for its ruling. Lafled to Mexico around the same
nier failed to surrender.
time he was due to surrender
Last month, Lanier sent a letter
himself to resume sentence.
to the court claiming he is the
A few days ago, Marshals Servictim of political enemies, venvice investigators learned the forgeful women and overzealous
mer judge was living in Enseprosecutors.
nada, Mexico, that he was still
using the name Aubrey L.
Thompson and that he had a post
office box in that city.
Authorities began surveillance
on the post office box in Ensenada. After watching for several
days, Lanier was arrested at the
post office when he showed up to
check his mail.
Mozart wrote over 40
The Dyersburg, Tenn., judge
symphonies.
was given 30 days last month by
the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals
to surrender and prove that his

INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY

Now Enrolling For Night Classes
Starting In November!
'National Accreditation
'Associate Degree Program
'Financial Aid Available It Qualified
'Job Placement Assistance

Communications
Avionics • Computers
Digital Electronics

Call 1-800-995-4438
509 South 30th
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
"What We Teach Works"
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County officials catch
juvenile escapee in Hazel
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A juvenile who escaped from a
Louisville detention center is
back there today after making an
ill-fated trip to the Hazel area last
week.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said his office was called to
the Hazel area last Wednesday to
investigate an abandoned vehicle
which residents thought might
have been stolen.
Once authorities confirmed
their suspicions, they found the
youth in a vacant residence there.
He was charged with receiving
stolen property and burglary and
turned over to Jefferson County
authorities this weekend.
This is the second time Jefferson County authorities have had
to make the trip to Murray to retrieve the youth.
The same juvenile was arrested

several months ago by Murray
police after he escaped from the
same Louisville detention center,
stole a vehicle and traveled to the
Murray area.
Authorities told the Ledger the
boy traveled here on both occassions to see a female friend of
his.
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There will be a reception for
Charles Owens, Candidate for U.S. Senate
on October 16, 1997 at 7 p.m.
at the Village Green at
Kentucky Dam State Park.
The public is invited to attend.
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We're Not Just A Superb Fitness Center...
'After School Care
-Teen Center

We Offer;
•Senlor Water Fitness Class
.Day Camps (when school's out)

Murray Family YMCA NV
753-4295
1510 Chestnut St.

759-YMCA
M.
209 N. 12th St. Murray
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But come use our Fitness Centers to get in shape for the holidays'
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OUTERWEAR SALE

23% OFF
Plus...Solid Lightweight Jackets
Reg $55
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Corn-Austin®
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Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get The Cash You Need Today!
If you have an active checking account we will give you cash
for your check today and deposit in 12 days
or your next payday!

Our Service is Quick, Easy dc Confidential

Social Security
Customers Welcome
Olympic Plaza • Murray
753-1020
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FROM OUR READERS

Help for dyslexics
Dear Editor:
in spite of massive research over the past 40 years, dyslexia is still a
relatively unknown learning problem. Dyslexia is a specific type
of
reading disability affecting 3 to 5% of all school aged children,
according to Dr. Paul Thompson, executive director of the Shedd
Dyslexia/ADD Foundation of Mayfield, Kentucky.
Causes?
Thompson relates that most experts consider dyslexia to be
a
perceptual problem. Experts have many opinions as to what causes
these
problems.The most current theory is that dyslexics have unique patterns
in the cerebral cortex of their brains. The cerebal cortex controls
the
language center which is vital for learning to read. For some reason,
visual symbols confuse and confound the dyslexic child. Visual
symbols
are vital in today's world as so much reading is required.
"When I grew up I always thought dyslexics were the people who saw
everything backwards," he related. These were the kids that looked
at
"saw" and called it "was".
This is only a small part of the problem as many children grow
out of
the problem with reversals. However, they continue to
confuse pans
within words.
What are the symptoms?
Many dyslexic individuals have trouble with memory when
it comes
to reading. They may be able to read a word one time
and 20 minutes
later cannot recall the word. One of the most interesting
paradoxes of
dyslexic children is that while their spelling is often atrocious
, they make
good grades on spelling tests. Actually, they can learn it or
remember a
word just long enough to take the test, but within hours
or days they
forget the spelling.
A reading problem is most often just the tip of the iceberg
for most
dyslexics. Many have great difficulties with handwriting,
especially
when using cursive. The dyslexic child is often quite
disorganized.
Things that are abstract or nontangible are problems.
For example,
following directions, managing time, and listening skills
are most often
weak areas. While some are quite athletic, many
dyslexics have
coordination problems.
What is the future for dyslexic individuals? With the
correct help
many dyslexics can become very successful. The
lives of Nelson
Rockefeller, Winston Churchill, Albert Einstein, Bruce Jenner
and Tom
Cruise are just a few of the examples of successfu
l dyslexics.
The Shedd Research Academy
346 Central Avenue P.O. Box 493
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066-0493

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader
The deadlocks, half-truths and filibusters on display in
Washington recently over campaign fund raising reinforce the
worst assumption about politicians — that they are obsessed with
their own
self interests.
Republicans blocked a bill banning unlimited donations to
political parties because they get most of that money. Democra
ts worried
less about reform than preserving their labor union
contributions.
And oops, the Clinton administration conveniently
forgot about
videotapes of fund-raising coffees — until after the
attorney general ruled they were legal.
Now, it seems that the only way to redirect lawmake
rs away
from the money chase is a grass roots push for reform,
already evident in most states. That makes Kentucky's aggressi
ve campaign
reforms even more important to safeguard.
The state's good-government efforts are oversha
dowed by the
unabashed glee in which Sen. Mitch "Money is Speech"
McConnell fought reform.
You would have thought it was Christmas morning
the way he
celebrated the success of his political maneuvering. He
apparently
had no problem striking a blow for his version
of free speech by
helping to block a vote on the legislation.
McConnell celebrates the current political realities
that have
undermined credibility in lawmakers and in public policy.
He celebrates a political environment that allows President
Clinton to sacrifice anyone, rather than take responsibility for a
running -scared
campaign that grabbed money at every turn. And one
in which
Democrats are too timid too demand answers and
apologies for
their own party officials' bad judgements.
"We played by the rules," insisted former White
House official
Harold Ickes, even while acknowledging the rules
stink.
Those are rules Kentucky has chosen not to tolerate
with 1992
reforms that impose spending limits, lower contribution
limes and
provide public financing of campaigns. Some folks will
try to push
the limits and slide through the loopholes, so we
have to remain
vigilant.
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown
Four year ago Kentucky had more highway carnage among teens
than any other state in the union. Imagine being No. 1 nationally in
the teen traffic-fatality rate. It's a dubious honor at best. Last year
we ranked ninth. Not only are those rankings embarrassing to our
state but they have produced untold suffering and heartbreak for
too many families and friends as teen drivers needlessly died in
wrecks.
State Rep. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, recognized the tragic
situation and begged for positin action. Bowling sponsored a measure in the 1996 General Assembly that makes it harder for teens to
get a driver's license. The part some teens really disliked requires
16-year-olds to wait six months after obtaining their learner's permits before they can get a driver's license.
Well, four years later the preliminary figures — all that's available now — show the new law is reducing teen highway deaths.
It appears the number of Kentucky teen fatalities for 16- and
17-year-olds probably will drop this year over figures for previous
years.

•

•••

Shall we dance?
If you had to guess how Karen
Balzer got her start in dance, you
might imagine a childhood of leotards and pink tutus, and countless
Christmastime performances of
"The Nutcracker." But Karen admits that her earliest inspiration was
television bandleader Lawrence
Welk. "He gave me my start," she
declares. "We watched that show
every week at my grandmother and
grandfather's house outside Buffalo, New York. They'd make big
bowls of popcorn, we'd tune in to
Lawrence Welk, and I'd dance for
everyone."
Balzer also confesses to idolizing
the singing Lennon Sisters in those
days. She admired them so much
she ended up starting college as a
voice major. But her career path
took a fateful turn freshman year,
when she won a role in a musical. "I
had the opportunity to combine
dancing with singing," she says.
And when the head of the theater
and dance department saw her performance, he encouraged her to
change her major and study dance.
"I had no real formal training
yet," she recalls. "I was just all guts
and feelings."
Balzer began to acquire a
dancer's discipline as she studied all

•'

•

"My own story is a story of
mentoring," Karen explains. "People have always taken me under
their wings, and now,through some
of the things I am doing, I can help
others the same way I was helped."
Through a project grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council, Karen Balzer has developed a Dance Mentor
Program that she has pioneered in
Ballard, Graves and Caldwell
Counties. The first Calloway
County participant, North Elemen-

tary, begins its mentoring residency
in spring 1998.
The Dance Mentor Program is
typically a 6-week process that
focuses on one grade. The first step
of the process is to identify about
four or five students from each
section of that grade to become
mentors. Those students work directly with Balzer on weekly movement lessons that are designed to
reflect the core content guidelines
for Arts and Humanities. Students
learn the elements of dance, which
they, in turn, teach when they go
back to their regular classes.
At the end of six weeks, Balzer
conducts a master lesson with the
entire group. The mentors demonstrate specific movements, and also
present a mini-project that incorporates dance with an academic area
they are working on. The master
lesson is also a coaching session that

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 7 — The Irish Times, Dublin, on Northern Ireland peace
talks:
There have been predictable displays of ritual dancing as the
Stormont talks process approaches the point of serious business. ...
Two traditions with virtually irreconcilable political cultures are
setting out to engage with each other. Two bloodlines, representing
ancient peoples with centuries of enmity between them, are seeking
to forge new arrangements by which they can live in peace within
the one stretch of land. It should not be surprising that leaders on
both sides should use opportunities over recent days to reiterate
historic claims and ambitions. ...
But the bedrock issue will be represented as sovereignty. Whose
writ runs in Northern Ireland? Unionists say they cannot compromise on the issue. Republicans say they cannot accept a solution
which is grounded in the status quo. ...
When unionists say they will never compromise on the Union
and when republicans say they will not live within it, they might do
well to reflect that the present reality is not what either side claims
it to be. The North is unique — sui generis. And unique arrangements will have to be found to give it lasting peace.
Oct. 8 — Frankfurter Rundschau, on Serbian politics:
How is a country to develop a halfway functioning democracy
with a political culture that can only be described with the language
of pathology or from a Shakespeare drama, and in which even the
opposition is teeming with nationalists but lacking patriots? And
that without Milosevic.
Oct. 7 — The Sydney (Australia) Morning Herald, on the appointment of an East German coach accused of doping athletes
with steroids:

By HARRY DUNPHY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
neighborly spats between the United States and Canada are getting
louder. But despite the "irritants
and differences" — as Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright calls
them — officials pronouncc the
relationship sound.
President Clinton is threatening
swift retaliation if the Canadians
cannot control their West Coast
salmon fishermen. Canadian diplomats are making bellicose statements about a new U.S. immigration law they say will create
17-hour-long backups at busy
border-crossing points.
The Canadians were not happy
when the United States sought an
exemption to an international treaty banning antipersonnel land
mines. Canada had taken the lead
in pushing the treaty.
Also, there are disputes involving wheat, milk, eggs and
magazines.
'It's like coming back from
vacation and there's a stack of
knotty issues you did not expect
to have to deal with," said Charles Doran, a Canada specialist
and professor of international relations at Johns Hopkins University. "If they are not resolved
they need to be addressed so
things don't fester."
Canadian Ambassador Raymond Chretien agreed it has been
a rough summer, but he has seen
worse.
"In 1994, we were fighting

Oct. 7 — Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on Japan's proposal on
reducing greenhouse gas emissions:
It should be noted that the Japanese government's goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 5 percent represents a loosely defined target. The flexibility of Japan's proposal would allow other
nations to achieve smaller reductions.
These flexible measures would make sense if they were implemented under a double-digit reduction goal. However, the 5 percent
goal would allow each nation to get by with nearly no carbon dioxide reductions if the goal was coupled with those flexible
mechanisms.
The international community must cut its carbon dioxide emissious to half of today's levels. No one in the world disagrees that
the struggle for cuts in greenhouse gas emissions cannot wait
anymore.
Can Japan lead the Kyoto conference to look into the Earth's
future? To live up to its duty as the meeting's host, the government
must step up diplomatic efforts to help the international community
reach a consensus regarding how to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Commentary
over trade and lumber and it got
very nasty for a while," Chretien
recalled. "Good sense prevailed
then and we'll get these problems
resolved, too, because relations
are generally good."
After meeting with Canadian
Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd
Axworthy last month, Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright said,
"There are irritants and differences, but those can be
managed."
Despite the differences, Axworthy said, "there are so many
fronts where things are going
well."
Two members of Congress
who come from border states are
working to reverse the effects of
a new law that requires Canadians to fill out immigration documents or have a registered
"smart card" every time they
cross the border.
Sen. Spencer Abraham, RMich., wants Canadians exempted from the immigration
law. It was designed to crack
down on foreigners who come to
the United States legally as tourists and stay illegally past their
90-day limit.
"The bill has some unintended
consequences I am confident we
can overcome and the sooner the
better," said Rep. John LaFalce,
D-N.Y., who represents the
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Buffalo-Niagara Falls area. "One
difficulty we have is that most
Americans and most members of
Congress have no experience living on the border or crossing it. I
must have crossed it a thousand
times or more."
To those who say the United
States should treat all countries,
including southern neighbor
Mexico, equally, LaFalce 'said:
"There's a world of difference
between the United States and
Canada and the United States and
other countries ... It may be hard
for a congressman from Texas to
understand that."
In 1966, there were 116 million individual border crossings
between Canada and the United
States. Of those, about 76 million
were by Canadians, some residing in the United States. In addition, more than SI billion in
goods and services cross the border each day, creating an enormous flow of traffic.
Tempers in the two countries
flared during the summer when
Canadian fishermen blocked an
Alaskan ferry full of tourists.
Canada has accused Alaska
fishermen of endangering salmon
stocks by catching too many fish
returning to British Columbia rivers to spawn. Alaskans blame the
depleted stocks on what they describe as poor management by
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Dr. Ekkart Arbeit, the East German athletics head coach
(1989-90) and head coach of throwing events ((1982-88), is due to
take up his appointment as the head coach of Athletics Australia on
Oct. 20. The appointment should be canceled. ...
The Sydney Olympics is intended to be "the athletes' Olympics." What sort of message are Australian Athletics officials sending to the rest of the world with the appointment of a coach who
was deeply involved with an East German athletics regime that was
driven by illegal drug use? ...

U.S., Canada trying to be neighborly
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aspects of dance throughout her
undergraduate work. As graduation
approached, her department head
suggested that she seek an advanced
degree at his alma mater, Texas
Christian University. "I auditioned
and got in," she says. The rest, well
not exactly history, is a series of
accomplishments as teacher and
performer, innovator and mentor.

helps kids cope with the open
response questions they have to
answer on statewide tests.
Between her mentoring projects,
her work with the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company, her own dance
performances, and her role as a
classroom trainer for the "Different
Ways of Knowing" program, Karen
Balzer estimates that last year alone
she was able to reach more than
2000 students in west Kentucky.
"That's a lot of kids," she remarks."And they are hungry for this
sort of thing. What I hope they learn
is a lifelong appreciation of dance. I
hope they will include dance in
some part of their lives," she continues. "I want to break down the
barriers and help them understand
how culture is expressed through all
the arts, not just dance."
On October 25,from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m., Balzer is hosting an open
house featuring her younger classes.
"They will be using a lot of the
techniques I am using in the
schools," she says. The public is
invited, and there is no charge.
Balzer's studio, The Centre of
Dance,is located on Murray's courthouse square at 114 S. 5th Street.
For additional information, call
502-767-0579.

British Columbia.
The incident gave new impetus
to talks aimed at negotiating a
new salmon treaty. Both sides
have named prominent officials
to head the talks. But this is not
an easy issue. It took 15 years to
negotiate a 1985 pact.
Another area in which the two
neighbors have differed is land
mines. Canada was a major force
behind an international treaty to
ban the mines that has been endorsed by more than 90 countries.
The United States refused to
sign on after it was unable to
gain an exemption for the Korean
Peninsula, a provision the White
House believes is essential to
protect U.S. troops.
Pressure on Clinton to sign the
treaty has been mounting for
months. Britain's Princess Diana
was an advocate of a worldwide
land mine ban, and her death
Aug. 31 gave the issue even greater attention. Then on Friday, the
Nobel Peace Prize was awarded
to the International Committee to
Ban Landmines and the organization's American coordinator,
Jody Williams.
Clinton was not swayed.
"The president is absolutely
rock-solid confident that he's got
the right approach," White
House spokesman Mike
McCurry.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Harry
Dunphy reports on international affairs for The Associated Press.
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Students at Murray Elementary School took advantage of the nice fall
weather to enjoy a field trip to Pets, Pals and Pumpkins. They saw animals, a pumpkin patch, took a hayrlde and took a hike.
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Students at Murray Elementary visit the new butterfly garden, which is
the beginning of an outdoor lab. Money was provided by Service Learning and It was installed by Gordon Burris.

Student In Carla Rexroat's room at Murray Elementary enjoy books by
Tomie dePaola, author of the month.
•

Starshine team students at Murray Elementary design futuristic houses
on computer In preparation for their Future City display at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district Is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Mrs. Little Is helping students from the 7th grade at Calloway County
Middle School.

"Mary Theadora Hayden Anderson" explains what life was like In pioneer days when families left everything and went west. She is speaking
to Mrs. Bohannon's and Miss Crick's classes at North Calloway.
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Mark Logan Seay was selected "Totally Terrific Me" in Toni Bohannon's
class at North Calloway. Students are honored for a week.

Ann Taylor and Clint Todd perform a dramatic Interpretation assignment of Robert Frost's "Mendin Wall" at Calloway County High School.
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Southwest Elementary students In Beckl Reed's GT class are making
"baby flowers" for their garden. Pictured are: Kelsey Sykes, Benjamin
Hart, Steven Hart and Lindsay Miller.
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Students at East Elementary were involved in a historical museum project based on the American Girls' Reading Series.

Torl Dunn and Janna Furches talk "intently" with Raegan Green during
a visit to Kelley Mackey's child development class at Calloway County
High School.
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A student in Ms. Eastwood's room is tutored by a MSU graduate student with their schoolwork at Calloway Middle School.
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5th grade stdents at Southwest Elementary practice dissecting a
cow's eye for their science project. Pictured are Calla Murdock, Leanne
Craig and Stefanie Wilson.
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(Left to right) Mo Green, Mr. Bing, Jared Geurin, Zachary Orr, Shelby
Crouch, Sarah Thomas, All Meshkat, Madison Henninger. f-iera Gobert,
Fiona Cheng, Lake Butterworth, Brock Simmons and Lucas Anderson.
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Shedd to
hold clinic

•

We Want
Your
Children!!!*
Well match any other
child care service in town.
We Guarantee It!
Ages 1 to 3
Call Today For
An Appointment

✓

759-1926

f
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Advanced Program

1205-B Center Dr., Murray

The Shedd Dyslexia Foundation will offer a Screening Clinic
on Saturday, Oct. 27, to help
identify students with potential
reading and attentional problems.
The foundation offers help in
several different communities. In
the programs, one parent becomes involved by helping tutor
the students. Classes include 1-1
reading, social skills training and
a listening skills class.
Tutorial programs are in Mayfield, Paducah, Hopkinsville and
Morganfield.
To see if your child may benefit from help, call Debbie Craven,
Office,
Admission's
1-502-247-8007, or write Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation, 346 Central
Ave., P.O. Box 493, Mayfield,
KY 42066. Limited scholarship is
available.
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B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
I. Headaches & Dizziness 2. Low Back & Leg Pain
3. Neck-Shoulder & Aim Pain
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help.
For an Appointment Call 759-8000
Most major health care insurance
policies cover chiropractic care.
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY

A

Flu Clinic on Wednesday
Calloway County Health Center will hold its second clinic to give
influenza vaccine on Wednesday, Oct. 15, from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. There will be a $5 charge to help cover the cost of the vaccine,
and to allow this service to continue in the future. There will be no
charge to anyt patient having Medicare or Medicaid if they present
their cards at the time of the service. For more information call
753-3381.

The monthly party for residents with birthdays in September was held
Sept. 24 at West View Nursing Home. Entertainment was by, from left,
Doris Rose, vocalist, Dr. Charles Smith, harmonica, Jean Johnson and
Mabel Rogers, vocalists, Aliens Knight, pianist, and Helen Boughton,
violinist. Birthday celebrants were recognized individually and the event
closed with the group playing and singing "Happy Birthday."

Ministers plan meeting
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will have a
breakfast meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 15, at 8 a.m. in the private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All ministers are
urged to attend.

Couple will be honored
at reception on Sunday

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, Oct. 15, at
10:30 a.m. at Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert RN, MSN,
CS at 762-1485.

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Melugin of Paducah will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 19.
A reception, hosted by their son and daughter and their families,
will be in the parlor of Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Melugin were married Oct. 18, 1947, at Wilmington
Baptist Church, Fiskburg, Ky. Their attendants were Mary Jo Barnes
and James Browder.
Mrs. Melugin, the former Delphine Elliott, is the daughter of the
late Robert and Mary Elliott of DeMossville, Ky.
Mr. Melugin is the son of the late Hugh and Jewell Melugin of
Murray. He is retired from Martin Marietta.
They are the parents of two children: Roger Melugin and wife, Marilyn, West Paducah, and Laura Melugin Herndon and husband, Robert,
Killeen, Texas. Their three grandchildren are Reid Herndon, Colin
Herndon, and Kristina Tilley.

Home Department will meet

Don't pay
full sticker price
for car insurance.
For auto discounts—
Being in good hands is the only place to be.s"

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky
502-753-4751
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Robert BillIngton, Jr.

Jason Billington

Bob BillIngton, CPCU

01996 Alistair Inaaranee Company, Northbrook, Moms.
S ttbaact to local avallabd ay and qualtficanons. Other terms, conchnons and cacl ua tam may apply
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As a phase of the Hearing and
Vision Conservation Program in
the Murray City School System,
hearing screenings will be conducted on Oct. 15 and 16.
Grades 1-4, all transfer and
high risk students at all schools
will be screened for hearing. PI,
P3, Grade 8 and all transfer or
high risk students will be
screened for vision.
Donna Alexander, Speech/
Language Pathologist with the
Murray City Schools will be in
charge of the screenings.
A screening is a quick and effective way to identify students
having problems with hearing or

Southwest PTA
selling cards
for fundraiser
Southwest Elementary School
PTA is selling the Southwest
Elementary PTA Discount Card
as one of its major fundraisers for
this school year.
The card, red in color, offers
discounts to patrons of 18 local
businesses that sponsors the PTA
discount card. The card is good
for a full year and expires Oct.
31, 1998.
Persons may purchase a discount card from any PTA support
earn member for $5 or they may
be purchased by calling
753-5843.

Hutchens/Paschall reunion planned

BY

The family of Lee Hutchens and K.D. Paschall will have a reunion
on Saturday, Oct. 18, at the Hazel Community Center. A potluck
dinner will be served at 2 p.m. For more information call Bonnie
Hutchens Hounshell at 753-0341 or Linda Paschall at
1-901-782-3239.
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Scarbrough reunion on Saturday
The annual Scarbrough or Scarborough family reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 18, at Paris Landing State Park Inn. Lunch will be
served from noon to 12:30 p.m. A fellowship period will follow
lunch. All family members and friends are invited.

Burkeen reunion on Oct. 18
The annual Burkeen reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 18, at 6 p.m..
in the Community Room of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray. All Burkeen family members and friends are invited. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call
753-7060.

Volunteers
are needed

CCMS Festival on Friday
Calloway County Middle School Parent-Teacher Organization will
sponsor it sannual fall festival on Friday, Oct. 17, from 6:30 to 9
p.m. at the school. The theme will be "50's Fall Fling." On sale will
be grilled hamburgers, hot dogs, Coke floats, nachos and desserts.
Games will include a dunking booth, pie throw booth, dance and
Nintendo 64 room, football throw, radar baseball, basketball shoot,
etc. A tug-of-war contest and drawings will conclude the activities.
The public is urgeds to attend.

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center is searching for
volunteers among MSU students,
faculty and staff.
The Murray YMCA needs help
with Parents night which will include activities with younger
children.
Need Line needs people to do
data entry and help sort and stock
items from the food drive.
Calloway County Senior Citizens Center would like for anyone with special talents to help
start some activities with the senior citizens.
Shared Care, a day care for
adults, needs volunteers to read,
talk, or just visit with some of
their patients.
If you have an interest in these
or other opportunities, contact
Davina Davie in the American
Humanics office at 762-6117 or
762-3808.

Chili supper at Woman's Club
Murray Woman's Club will have its second annual chili supper on
Friday, Oct. 17, from 5 to 8:30 p.m. at the club house, 704 Vine St.,
Murray. Chili, hot dogs, dessert and drink will be served at a cost of
$5 per person. Featured guests will be the Murray State Racer Basketball Team. The public is urged to attend this special fund-raising
event.

Youth Rally on Friday
Section "I" Youth Rally will be Friday, Oct. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at
Faith Apostolic Church, 1927 State Rt. 121N, Murray. The Rev. Richard Romain of Paducah will be the speaker. The pastor, the Rev.
Dwight Wyant, invites the public to attend. For more information
call 753-7262.
•

LifeHouse needs items
Ginger Leavell, decorations chair for the LifeHouse annual banquet to be Saturday, Oct. 18, at 6:30 p.m. at CUITIS Center Ballroom,
Murray State University, is preparing for the event on a limited
budget. Several items are still needed. They include window sheedrs,
natural color baskets and hourglasses. Leavell said baskets and
hourglassesx will be returned if they are well labeled. Any one having items to donate call the LifeHouse at 753-0700.
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Wall aper
MURRAY
Next to Days Inn • 519 S 12th St
753-7575
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Now Serving...

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
• Large Capacity
• 3 Wash/Rinse
Temperature
Combinations
• 25-Year Limited Tub
Warranty 'WI
MODEL FWX233RES

Only$399

RIBEYE
STEAK
For A Limited Time Only!
Savor the rich taste of
USDA Certified Choice Beef

-putty,

every Friday from 4-8 p.m.

C055cnijaug
Serving CArdwrIgi Skile
Hwy 121 North • Murray

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1 71 3
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH 5 CARRY!
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Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 16, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The program will be about
"Westies." All members and interested persons are invited. For information call Rose Carpenter, president, 759-4556.

Manufacturers Suggested Retail

Featuring Wallcosering and Borders 1))..
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Kennel Club to meet Thursday

vision. Parents/guardians will be
notified only if a problem is
detected.
Martin Amundson, audiologist
from Paducah, will be present to
make referrals for hearing.
Vision screenings will be
under the direction of Ginny Harper, Calloway County 4-H Agent.

30-50% OFF
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Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Oct. 16, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Bill Boyd will speak about
"Travel." Hostesses will be Jackie Helm, Kay Hays, and Winnie
Love.

Allstate Screening scheduled

liaire in good hands.
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Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh-Baked Breads, Pies
and Desserts
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CALENDAR

)K

Tuesday, Oct. 14
Playhouse in the Park annual general
membership meeting/7 p.m.
4-H Geology Group/3:30 p.m/County
Extenion Office.
Pre-natal Water Aerobics class by
Murray Family YMCA/8:30 p.m./Carr
Health Building, MSU. Info/753-0228.
North Elementary School SBDM
Council/6 p.m.
Murray Elementary School SBDM
Council/5 p.m.
Murray Middle School SBDM
CounciU4 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m/Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Public Library Star
Trek Club/7 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/2 p.m./Reading Room of
Pogue Library. MSU.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
WOW Lodge 728 at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.
Singles (SOS) birthday Italian
potluck/7 p.m./Weaks Community
Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or
Sue/489-2922.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p m.
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Joseph Wolkowicz
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/753-8966.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities. Senior
Choir/3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Casandra Dawn Linn and Wayne Joseph Wolkowicz were married
senior citizens' actvities.
Alzheimer's Disease Education
Tuesday, Sept. 30, 1997, at St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands.
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
They are the children of Mary Linn and Charles McKenney of MurMCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
ray and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wolkowicz of Villa Park, Ill.
Precious Moments Pals/6:30
The couple now resides in Louisville where both are employed as
p.m./Marshall County Library, Benton.
pharmacists.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
A wedding reception is planned for Saturday, Nov. 1, 1997, at 1
Info/753-8136.
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine Street, Murray.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Mission II w/Judy Cunningham; Adult
Choir Christmas rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Christian Church CWF III at 7
p.m. w/Judy Lyle.
First United Methodist Church Education Work Area/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Aerobics/5:30
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
p.m.
**** Be direct about what is hap- "An Evening of Richard Rodgers, Kay
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, pening at work. A feeling of being Bates and Friends/8 p.m./Performing
left in the cold or alone might over- Arts Hall, FA Center, MSU.
Oct. 15, 1997:
Major changes occur within part- whelm you; however, you will be Info/762-3741.
Wednesday, Oct. 15
nerships this year, you might feel able to bounce over that hurdle.Your
another isn't relating to you in a strength intimidates others at times. Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
desirable manner. On some level, Take some time off. Tonight: In- Association/8 a.m./dining room of
MCC Hospital.
you feel excluded. Active,sometimes dulge yourself.
Reservations for Christian Women's
challenging communications will SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Club luncheon on Friday at Seven
help break the barriers that exist **** A loved one is hard on you,so Seas due tonight w/Freda/753-3999 or
between you. You have a lot of en- you feel like excluding him. A sur- Vida/753-2399.
ergy that you need to direct. Creativ- prise event allows communications Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
ity is high; your libido seeks an out- to flow. Don't hold back; express Office/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
let. A new love or hobby is a strong your feelings. Decisions are how you p.m.
possibility. If you are single, you are see them. It isn't an either-or situa- Calloway County Public Library Paand Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
likely to meetsomeone this year who tion with a loved one.Tonight: Nego- rents
Hour/10:30 a.m.
will make you feel wonderful. If at,- tiate a midpoint.
Depression Support Group/10:30
tached, working together on a key CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
a.m./Medical Arts Building, Suite
project bonds the relationship. AR- *** A domestic matter might be 283W. Info/762-1485.
IES, though difficult, adores you.
easier to ignore, but that course of Oaks Country Club Ladies
action isn't possible anymore.Think bridge/9:30 a.m.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day through what you are trying to acYou'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; complish. There is enormous pres3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
sure between home and work. Your
ability to juggle comes into play. A
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
money matter is highlighted. To***** Your energy ebbs midday night: Go for what you want.
but will come back strong. Evaluate AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
key projects. Are they going the way **** Keep everything flowing,and
Mr. and Mrs. Conan Bear of
you want? If not,seek others'advice allow another space to express himto change their course. You can cre- self. At first there is anger, but once P.O. Box 185, New Concord, are
ate the outcome you envision. To- you clear it up, you can work as a the parents of a son, Darian
night: Enjoy the night out!
team again. Your positive approach Creighton Bear, born on Tuesday,
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
saves the day, just when you feel Sept. 30, 1997, at 6:21 p.m. at
*** You are overwhelmed by feel- talks are closing off. Tonight: Chat Murray -Calloway County
ings of depression. It's only a pass- the night away.
Hospital.
ing phase, but it sure doesn't feel PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
The baby weighed six pounds
like it! Do something just for your- *** Hold on to your wallet. Follow
/
4
self. You will recharge. An associate through on a work-related matter. eight ounces and measured 191
has keen business ideas. Brainstorm- Handle a problem more directly. inches. The mother is the former
ing helps. Tonight: Soak in a hot Trust your intuition, and follow Stacie Harrison.
bubble bath.
Grandparents are Ron and
through accordingly.Pressure is high
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to produce. Hold your ground where Carol Harrison of Fredonia, Dick
***** Go for what you want. An you don't feel comfortable. Tonight: and Jan Woods of Olathe, Kan.,
obstacle is in your path,but you have Grant a wish.
Everett and Lynda D'Wolf of Igthe knowledge and understanding
nacio, Colo., and Terry and Flayto skip over it. Don't get bogged BORN TODAY
dena Knight of Cortez, Colo.
down. Associates have a totally dif- Duchess of York Sarah Ferguson
ferent viewpoint. Seriously weigh a (1959),former automobile executive
trip that involves an educational Lee Iacocca (1924), baseball Hall of
opportunity. Tonight: Be playful.
Famer Jim Palmer(1945)
*5*
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** What seemed to be a career
option might be closed off. Think
through how much effort you want
to putinto resuscitating this project.
An associate pulls back or changes
his support at the last minute.You're
being pulled in two different directions. Tonight: Work late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
the
**** You are dynamic, and it is
challenging to make another hear
your words. There are many viewpoints. Someone doesn't understand
yours, you can't grasp his. Adjust
LOVE
YOUR
S
plans; be flexible. Nothing is written
in stone. You are overwhelmed. Tonight: Hold down the fort.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Close relating is key to making
a decision, though it might appear
that a partner doesn't want to share
his views. Later in the day, others
open up more easily. You have
enough on the front burner to keep
Beginning Saturday,
you occupied. Don't lock into one
issue. Tonight: You maintain a jugOctober 25th
gling act.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Layaway Early For Christmas!
**** A partner is closing you off,
it is likely to change later on. ComCHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CEN1ER
munications can be rough, or some(502) 759-1400
one could be flaky. Reactions are
Monday -Saturday 10 cm to pm — Sunday 12 30 pm to 6 pm
provoked. Be sure of what you are
0
doing before you launch into a tirade. Popularity is high. Don't ob
seas over one person. Tonight: The
party goes on
014,01..a.
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Wednesday, Oct 15
Overeaters Anonymous starting
again/5.30 p.m./Murray-Calloway Hospital. Info/Chris, 753-7490 or Julia,
767-0341.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/closed
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.; One Man Band/4 p.m
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8 30 a m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cottage Prayer and
Bible Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Young-at-Heart/
noon.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative
Ministries/6:30 p.m.; TeamKID/6:45
p.m.; Youth Alive and Adult Groups
and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir
practice/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School Choir
and Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids Club/5:30
p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal, Finance
Committee/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/
6:15 p.m.; Adult Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Sr. High UMYF Bible Study at Cat's,
Administrative Board/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church PY/6:30
p.m.; WWOW, Children's Music, Youth
meeting/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Ufe Christian Center service/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groupsf7 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
P.M.

First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; WMU Leadership
Team/4:30 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Prime Time,
Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:35 pm.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
UI?sty Church of Christ Ladies
Bible CI s/9 30 a m Bible classesJ7
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.'
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -t0 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 8.30 am.-4 15 p.m
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4.30 p.m.

City or County...
Kentucky Farm Bureau is where
you should Insure your Home!
Check our Rates

753-4703
HOME • MOBILE HOME • REVERS • FARM
Stuart
Alexander

310 South 4th Street • Murray

A
Bob
Cornelison

Summers fOiitical
Olympic Plaza • Murray

753-7063

OCTOBER SPECIAL
FREE eye exam or we will pay you
$40.00 on an exam from the eye

doctor of your choice with the
purchase of a complete pair of
glasses or sunglasses.
Minimum purchase of $200. Offer expires 11/1/97

Aaron Parker
Green is born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Green of
1308 Kirkwood, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Aaron Parker
Green, born on Friday, Sept. 26,
1997, at 7:04 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces and measured 191
/
4 inches. The mother is
the former Mandie Harris. A
brother is Jason Connor Green.
Grandparents are C. Derek and
Audrey Harris of Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada, and
Philip and Doreen Green, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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At Mar MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes". Up to $300 TODAY!
Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Save more time!Start your llowynace CashAdvance
by phone!
WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!
Conte in Today!9-5 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri, 9-12 Sat
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.
513-A So. 12th St Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901)885-7500

The
MoneyPlacelLC
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Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

So we earned it.
We invited the evaluators from the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) to examine all the things we do, and all the ways we do it. From
concentrators to wheelchairs, from service to training, they
saw it all.
So we're proud to be accredited by the JCAHO.That symbol
tells you that an independent professional organization
found us upholding the highest standards of the healthcare
industry.
It takes hard work to meet those standards,so we salute the
peole of Holland Medical throughout West Kentucky.Because
having the best equipment doesn't do much good without the
best people to back it up.
We're proud to have both.

Holland Medical Equipmentmagiammaimaktmamoviokon&
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502 442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Certified Blue Crosc / Blue Shield participating supplier Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment.
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Stage set for Racers-EKU confrontation
•MSU gears for annual
OVC battle with Eastern
after easy win over Peay
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
An expected easy win over
Austin Peay may have been a
little too easy for Murray State
coach Denver Johnson.
Johnson's Racers (5-2) cruised
to a 51-0 homecoming win Saturday, a game in which many reserve players saw game action
and no one was added to the "seriously injured" list.
On the other hand, the game

didn't provide MSU with much
of a tuneup for Saturday's Ohio
Valley Conference collision with
Eastern Kentucky.
"We won easier than I thought
we would," Johnson said at Monday's weekly media luncheon. "I
wasn't really a very comfortable
situation as a coach. 1 would have
liked for it to have been a little
more competitive because we had
some things we wanted to work
on.
"It was one of those awkward
games where you try to be productive but you try to hold the
score down at the same time,"
Johnson added. "We're so banged
up it's been hard to practice so

Dallas 'basic'
in 21-16 loss
to Redskins
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
LAN DOVER, Md.(AP) — lithe aging and
stale Dallas Cowboys are ready to surrender
the NFC East title for the first time in six
years, the energetic and innovative Washington Redskins are more than ready to take it
away.
Though outmanned, the Redskins were not
outsmarted as they capitalized on the Cowboys' predictability and moved into first place
in the division with a 21-16 victory Monday
night.
"It was important for us to come out and
show not only Dallas, but the world, that we
are a force to be reckoned with," Redskins
guard Joe Patton said.
The force held together even after Terry
Allen and Michael Westbrook left with
sprained knees in the first half, adding to an
injury list that had already depleted the offensive and defensive lines. The Redskins (4-2)
made up for it with a solid game plan, mixing
it up on offense and defense to take a 21-3
lead early in the third quarter.
"Dallas is pretty basic," linebacker Ken
Harvey said. "We knew they were going to
try to run the football and establish a ground
game. We just had to put them in a position to
pass the ball."
They did that by stacking the line with a
variety of formations to hold Emmitt Smith to
61 yards on 17 carries — just 34 after he
gained 27 on his first two runs. When it came
time for Troy Aikman to pass, he had to contend with cornerbacks Cris Dishman and Darrell Green.

we tried to work on some things
and get some things on film for
our opponents to see, but it didn't
work out quite that way."
Johnson said starting right
tackle Rob Reynolds suffered a
sprained left thumb against Austin Peay, but that the injury is not
one that should keep him out of
action against Eastern Kentucky
(2-3).
"We can't lose another offensive lineman," he said. "I think
we'll be able to tape Rob's thumb
up and he'll be able to go."
Johnson said he has seen
steady improvement from his
team with four straight victories,
which has seen the Racers move

up to 17th in this week's !-AA
national poll after being unranked
a few weeks ago.
"We're a pretty good football
team right now," he said. "A few
weeks ago we were just average,
but we've had some good wins
and we needed a little break (with
easy wins over Tennessee-Martin
and Austin Peay).
"We didn't play Jud Carter
against Austin Peay; we held him
and some other guys out, and my
heart nearly stopped when I saw
Kenny Thomas laying face down
on the other sideline, but he was
all right," Johnson added. "If we
get to Saturday feeling good, it

ought to be a heck of a game
here. It might be one of the better
games around anywhere."
Saturday's game begins at
11:30 a.m. for live broadcast on
Fox Sports South.
"I'm sure (being on television)
means something to our players;
they realize the magnitude of this
game," Johnson said. "Our kids
have a special feeling about playing Eastern Kentucky with a conference championship involved.
This game has taken on enough
of a marquee nature in the region
that it will be telecast."
Eastern opened its OVC sche• See Page 9

DIVISION I-AA POLL
HUNTINGDON VALLEY. Pa. (AP) — The lop 25
teams ill the Spores Network ()vision (-AA tootbal
with first-place rotes In parentheses, records through
Oct 12 and previous ranking
Record Pt, Pr
1
2328
1 Youngstown St. (65)
6-0
4-1
2273
2
2 Montana (21)
3 Villanova (4)
5-0
2139
3
4
6-0
2072
4 McNees' St (4)
5-1
1886
5
5 WeeMrn II
5-1
1854
6
6 Delaware
5-1
1799
7
7 Western Ky
5-0
1626
9
8 Southern
1583
11
9. Ga Southern it
5-1
5-1
1413
10
10. Eastern II.
11. N. Anzona
4-2
1378 12
4,1
1340 13
12. Stephen Austin
13. Jackson S1
5
,1
1139 15
14 E Tennessee St
10113
8
4-2
005 18
15. Nicholls St
4-2
16. Troy St.
4-2
902 19
17. MURRAY ST.
5-2
798 20
18. William 8 Mary
5-2
775 23
19. Nath011m
5-1
548 25
20. Eastern Wash
5-1
522
—
21. Florida MM
4-2
433 16
22. ROMS!,
3-2
393
23 S. Caroina St
5-0
349
24 Northern Iowa
239 17
3-3
25. SW Tear St
3-2
175 22
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Fisher surprised
following sudden
firing as Michigan
basketball coach
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By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer

The Second District soccer tournament begins tonight at Ty Holland Stadium with Murray High and Calloway County
meeting in a girls/boys doubleheader. The girls' game begins at 6:30 with the boys starting at 8:30. The games were
postponed from Monday because of rain.

• See Page 9

ANN ARBOR, Mich.(AP) — Steve Fisher
said he was surprised. He said he never did
anything wrong. Still, it didn't seem to explain why he was fired.
Fisher spoke publicly Monday for the first
time since being fired as Michigan's basketball coach. Tom Goss, the new athletic director, gave him the ax on Friday.
What had been billed as a news conference,
however, seemed mostly an attempt at damage control. Fisher, speaking in a large hotel
room filled with friends and supporters, refused to take questions from reporters.
Fisher said he honestly answered questions
from a Kansas law firm hired by the university to investigate alleged NCAA violations.
He criticized the university for not letting him
see the results of the study before they were
made public Thursday.
The investigation cited three NCAA violations the university termed minor. Goss had
said he made the decision to fire Fisher after
meeting with him, not after reading the report.
He said the basketball program needed a new
direction.
Fisher said that he remained silent after the
report was released because the school asked
him not to comment.
"I was asked by our administration when
the whole process broke in March — to allow
one voice to speak for the university and athletic department," Fisher said. "I thought that
voice should be mine. But I've always been a
team player."
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MSU basketball
TanJam'slated
for Saturday

Orioles survive Jacobs Field magic
Baltimore holds on for 4-2 win

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State's four-time defending Ohio Valley Conferenece champion men's basketball team will begin its
1997-98 season with the second annual "FartJam" on Saturday, Oct. 18 at 3:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
"I'm certainly looking forward to getting started and I
know the guys are too," said
third-year head coach Mark
Gottfried. "I can't think of a
better way to crank up a new
season."
"FanJam" activities will include a three-point shootout, a
players' and kids' slam dunk
contest, an autograph session
with players and coaches, a
scrimmage and several prize
giveaways. One lucky students
will get a chance to win a
S5,0000 scholarship, good for
a full semester, in the "McDonald's Series Shootout."
Free tickets are available at
participating McDonald's. For
more information, contact Elliot Dunn or Josh Waggoner in
the MSU athletics marketing
office at (502) 762-3517.

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer

F40 pho10

Cal Ripken had an RBI single to help Baltimore to a 4-2 win over Cleveland in Game 5 of the American League Championship Series Monday
night.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Forget
about predicting what might happen next in this ALCS, which has
had no logic or reason so far.
Take Game 5 as the latest
example.
Baltimore was three outs away
from a nice, tidy shutout that
would send the Orioles home and
prolong their season. Then Cleveland began working its Jacobs
Field magic again.
Trailing 4-0, the Indians scored
two runs and had runners at second and third with two outs in the
ninth when Omar Vizquel sent a
grounder through the middle that
had game-tying single written all
over it.
This time, though, Roberto
Alomar made the play as the Orioles survived with a 4-2 victory,
leaving the Indians with a 3-2
lead in the best-of-7 series.
"Whatever chance we might
still have, we still have a
chance," said Orioles starter
Scott Kamieniecki, who combined with Jimmy Key to blank

the Indians for eight innings,
"Until you deep-six us, we're
going to come out playing."
As will the Indians, although
Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove isn't sure what to expect in
Game 6 on Wednesday at Camden Yards.
"The way this series has been,
I don't sec how anyone can feel
confident about anything. We've
got out work cut out for us going
back into Baltimore. Certainly,
we'd rather be in the position
we're in, but they have a very
good ballclub. It's come down to
the last two games."
After an off-day, the best-of-7
series will resume with Cleveland's Charles Nagy facing Mike
Mussina, who struck out an
ALCS record 15 in Game 3 and
will again pitch in the twilight,
For the first time in three
games at Cleveland, the Orioles
weren't undone by the bizarre or 4
unexplainable.. There was no steal
of home on a botched squeeze
play in the 12th inning or two
runners scoring on a wild pitch.
Meanwhile, the Indians

down their rowdy fans by not
putting away the Orioles.
"It's kind of disappointing because the fans have been doing a
great job for us this series," Vizquel said. "They deserved to see
us win."
Leading 2-0, the Orioles added
two crucial runs when Eric Davis,
whose comeback from colon
cancer surgery has given the Orioles an emotional lift, connected
for a pinch-homer off Paul Assenmacher and Cal Ripken hit an
RBI single.
Compared to two straight
nerve-racking weekend games,
Game 5 seemed almost a snoozer.
The Jacobs Field crowd of
45,068, which screamed itself
hoarse during Cleveland's stunfling wins on Saturday and Sunday, was rather subdued until the
ninth, when trailing 4-0, the Indians finally stirred some more
October drama.
David Justice singled off
Randy Myers leading off, and
Matt Williams followed with an
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Marlins try to keep track of Brown

Sports

"Yes, yes, he did," Dombrowski said.
"He did come in with us last
night," Leyland said. "So unless
the airline had bad food, I guess
he'll be ready tomorrow."
Except that it wasn't so.
Brown was not on the Marlins'
plane as they headed to Atlanta,
where they hold a 3-2 lead over
the Braves heading into Game 6.
Instead, he did not leave Florida until 9:05 a.m. EDT Monday
on Delta flight 1168 from Fort
Lauderdale. It was an easy trip,
aside from Brown finding some-

one else sitting in his assigned
seat.
"Another night at home in my
bed. A little more rest. I feel
fine," said Brown, scratched
twice because of a viral infection.
"I'm throwing unless lightning
strikes me."
But wouldn't the Marlins have
noticed if their No. 1 starter was
missing going into the most important game in franchise
history?
"They thought he was on the
plane," Marlins spokesman Ron
Colanzelo announced. "They

didn't know he wasn't."
Whatever, the Marlins said it
was now certain that Brown
would start at Turner Field
against Tom Glavine, the Game 2
winner. A win will put the Marlins in the World Series, a loss
will force Game 7 on Wednesday
night.
"It's not about me. It's about
the team winning," Brown said.
"The fact I have the chance is
just the circumstance."
Then again, what seems to be
with Brown in this series is not
necessarily so.

beat the speedy Vizquel by a
RBI double. Sandy Alomar flied step.
Kamieniecki, who relieved Key
out to right and Tony Fernandez
hit another RBI double that in Game 2, was making his first
brought the potential tying run to start since Sept. 24. The righthander gave Johnson everything
the plate.
Marquis Grissom reached on he could have hoped for by limitan infield single - Myers ing the Indians to four hits in five
knocked down a comebacker, but innings, with one walk and four
couldn't come up with the ball - strikeouts.
But he was forced to leave
and Bip Roberts struck out as
with elbow stiffness after the
Grissom stole second.
With the crowd shaking the fifth, and Key came on in relief
ballpark, Myers finally ended it for the first time since he won the
with an assist from Alomar. Viz- deciding Game 6 of the 1992
quel hit a grounder up the middle World Series for Toronto.
Key pitched three scoreless inthat the second baseman ran
nings,
with three strikeouts. Balgrass
and
outfield
the
down on
made an off-balance throw that timore's bullpen finally closed

out a win after going 0-3 with a
3.14 ERA in the first four games.
"I knew I'd get a stellar performance out of Kamieniecki,"
Johnson said, "and I got a bonus
with Jimmy Key."
Baltimore took a 2-0 lead. off
Chad Ogea in the second. Chris
Hoiles singled with one out, and
after Mike Bordick struck out,
Brady Anderson's hit to right
sent Hoiles to third.
Ogea was careful with Alomar,
walking him to load the bases,
and Geronimo Berroa followed
by lining a two-run single. First
baseman Jim Thome cut off Grissom's throw on the play and
nailed Alomar at third to end the

inning.
Kamieniecki pitched inside to
Manny Ramirez twice in the first
inning before hitting the Cleveland right field on the upper left
arm. Ramirez never dropped his
bat as he shouted at Kamieniecki
and was escorted to first base by
plate umpire Larry McCoy.
"I don't know why he would
think I would try to hit him,"
Kamieniecki said. "It kind of got
me ticked off, him thinking I was
trying to hit him."
Ogea, who was also the Game
1 loser, allowed six hits in eight
innings. The Indians haven't
scored a run for him in 19 1-3 innings during the playoffs.

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

BRIEFS

ATLANTA (AP)- The Florida Marlins insist Kevin Brown is
all set to start tonight. Then
again, they've had trouble keeping track of their ailing ace
lately.
In the latest bit of intrigue during the NL championship series,
both general manager Dave Dombrowski and manager Jim Leyland said Monday that the pitcher
traveled on the team charter Sunday night.
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FROM PAGE 8

Several members of the Murray-Calloway County Young American
Bowling Alliance were presented with plaques they received for their
achievements at the Kentucky State Tournament In Lexington.
Shown are Tim Rumble (front), 10th place Division 4 singles; (seated, from left) Jason Underhill, fifth place, Division 1 doubles, second place team, fourth place all events handicap, and first place all
events scratch, high game scratch and high series scratch; John
Young ill, second place team; Billy McCarthy, second place team;
(standing, from left) Jeffrey Boyle, fifth place doubles; Joseph Dillon,
Division 8 third place doubles and third place singles; and Noah
Sutherland, Division 8 third place doubles and third place all events
handicap. Not pictured but winning fourth place In Division 8 all
events handicap and eighth place singles was Mandy Schroader.
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FROM PAGE 8
"(Defensive coordinator) Nolan called a great defensive game
plan," Dishman said. "He told
Darrell and me that we have to
hold up our men for this defense
to work."
With Allen out, second-year
running back Stephen Davis
stepped in and had the biggest
game of his career: 94 yards on
22 carries and two touchdowns.
Another backup, tight end James
Jenkins, caught a 13-yard TD
pass for his first reception of the
season and his first scoring catch
in three years.
The Cowboys (3-3), still the
only NFL team without a rushing
touchdown, scored on a 16-yard
fumble return by Dexter Coakley
and a 14-yard pass from Aikman
to Michael Irvin. But the rally
was too late, and the five-time
NFC East champions are now in
third place, behind the Redskins
and the New York Giants (4-3).
"It's going to take us to stay
strong, keep believing in one
another, and keep pushing the en-
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That's been typical of the
Cowboys' troubles - they have
just four touchdowns on their last
20 trips inside their opponents'
20.
"We just bog down and don't
make the plays," coach Barry
Switzer said.
"If you've got any answers,
come help us," he told reporters.
"It's just frustrating."
For the rest of the half,
Washington dominated and the
offensive line failed to open
holes for Smith.
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velope hard, and hopefully we'll
crack it open," Smith said. "It'll
take some prayers as well, because it could easily be a very
ugly season for us if we're not
careful."
Dallas had only two sustained
drives - the one for Irvin's TD
and an opening drive that took
them to the Washington 2 before
the Cowboys settled for Richie
Cunningham's 19-yard field goal.
On first-and-goal, rookie tight
end David LaFleur jumped early
and Dallas was set back to the 7.
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FROM PAGE 8
Fisher seemed angry that he
wasn't given a chance to review
the report before it was made
public.
After the report was commissioned, Fisher said, university
president Lee Bollinger promised
Fisher he would get a chance to
review it before it was released.
"I was told when the report
came in, I'd be the first to get a
copy of the report," Fisher said.
"Bollinger told me I'd be able to
review and react before it became
public record."
But the report came in while
Fisher was vacationing in Florida. Bollinger and Goss held a
news conference Thursday, almost three hours before a copy of
the report would reach Fisher.
"I was not aware a press conference had been called until late
Wednesday night," Fisher said.
"I thought that was strange, that
they were having a press conference without me being there."
Fisher said he also made the
mistake of not being more assertive in defending himself to
school officials. Fisher said his
wife urged him to defend himself.
"I said, 'Don't worry, I've
done nothing that needs defending. When the truth comes out,
I'll be fine,- Fisher said.

The report called into question
Fisher's role in arranging complimentary tickets for booster Ed
Martin.
Martin, a retired autoworker
from Detroit, has been at the center of the investigation into the
basketball program after published reports said he provided
cash and gifts to several Michigan players.
Martin has denied the allegations. He refused to cooperate
with the investigation.
Fisher said Martin received
complimentary tickets in a way
that conformed to then-applicable
NCAA rules. He said those rules
since have been tightened, a
move he said he favors.
The report noted that Fisher
sometimes wrote the initials of
assistant coaches alongside requests to give Martin tickets.

FROM PAGE 8
dule in impressive fashion Saturday with a 49-7 thumping of Tennessee State in Nashville, Tenn.
"The margin of victory in that
game surprised me," Johnson
said. "But Tennessee State turned
the ball over six times and gave
Eastern the chance to score on
some short drives, and you can't
do that against a team with a
good offense.
"Eastern had a lot to do with
those turnovers, though," he
added.
"I thought it would be a heck
of a game since it was played in
Nashville, but when you play a
good offensive team like Eastern
you've got to generate offense
yourself and keep your defense
on the sideline."
Eastern has a trio of running
backs in Brian Durham, Derick

Logan and Corey Crume, who
have rushed for 288, 277 and 259
yards, respectively, this season.
The Colonels have rushed for 973
yards this season while passing
for 1,006, 940 of that coming
from Simon Fuentes.
"It's a little like the deal at
Western Kentucky - if they
were one-dimensional I would
feel better, but you've got to play
honest against Eastern," Johnson
said. "I'm sure on Saturday they
will have their good plays and we
will have ours."
For Murray State, Anthony
Downs has gained 664 yards and
10 touchdowns while Wilbert
Smith has 548 yards and three
scores. The Racers have also
been very balanced offensively,
rushing for 1,377 yards and passing for 1,339, with Dan Loyd accounting for 1,281 of that.

753-9627
NEW CAR NO DICKER PRICE

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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All Times CST
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
(Fort)
Wednesday, Oct $
Baltimore 3, Cleveland 0
Thursday, Oct. 9
Cleveland 5. Baltimore 4
Saturday, Oct. 11
Cleveland 2, Baltimore 1, 12 innings
Sunday, Oct. 12
CWveland 8. Baltimore 7
Monday, Oct. 13
BallanNone 4, Cleveland 2. Cleveland leads swiss
3-2
Weelneedery, Oct. 15
Cleveland (Nagy 15-1)) at Barium,* (Muslim
1541 3:15 pm
Thursday, Oct. till
Cleveland at Bs/Vitae 7-15 p.m, if necessary
Nati/Mil League
(NBC)
Tuesday, Oct. 7
Fbrida 5, Atlanta 3
Wednesday, Oct. II
Atlanta 7, Florida 1

MARSHALL

Friday, Oct. 10
Florida 5. Atlanta 2
Saturday, Oct. 11
Atlanta 4, Flonda 0
Sunday, Oct. 12
Florida 2 Atlanta 1 Ronda leads series 3-2
Tuesday, Oct. 14
Florida (Brown 16-6) at Atlanta (Glavin* 14-7),
71)7 pm
Wednesday, Oct. 15
Florida (Saunders 4-6) at Marna (Smola 15-12),
707 pm,necessary
WORLD SERIES
(NBC)
Saturday, Oct. 1$
American League champion at National League
champion. 705 pm
Sunday, Oct. 19
AL at NI., 635 pm
Tueeday, Oct. 21
Pr& at AL. 720 pm.
Wednesday, Oct 22
NI. at AL. 720 pm
Thursday, Oct. 23
ML at AL. 720 pm. if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 25
AL at ell, 7 pm, II necessary
Sunday, Oct. 26
AL at ML, 635 p.m CST, 1 necessary

REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
3 yr./50,000 mile warranty

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

Fooesecuoi avalkible as by, as
$29 per month.

In Stock At:
D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

TERMS

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

ANNUAL ,
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.24% 4.81% 4.81% 4.91%

iii ill UNITED
r

'14,697
'
°
'22,166'
'23,77P

1996 Buick Roadmaster Limited
1996 Olds Cutlass Supreme

421,900"
'14,900'
'19,900'
$8,90000

1995 Lincoln Town Car

117,900'

1995 Ford Escort Wagon

1997 Buick LeSabre (2)

118,900'

1995 clIMIEBIZEINVOr
'20,900"
1995 Buick Riviera
1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville (2) 115,900'

1996 Pontiac Grand AM (2)

811,90(r

1996 Olds Ciera (5)

'10,900
'
°
14,900'
'

1993 Dodge Van

110,900'

119,900'

1992 BMW 3251

'11,900'

'23,900'

1987 Cadillac Sedan Deville

'4,900"

'11,735'

1997 Buick Skylark

10,187
'
°
'20,992"

1996 Chev. Blazer LS 4x4
1996 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4

(1)

'
'19,500
°

1995 Chev. Tahoe LT 4x4

12075'

1995 Buick LeSabre

'11,245'

1994 Chev. Silverado Stepside

'13,527'

1994 Chev, Silverado Ext. Cab 4x4
DEALER RETAINS ALL REBATES

116,896'
THESE PRICES ONLY GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME.

INC:
PURDOM MOTORS,
Cadillac

Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
1111 Main,

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick •

Ns.

1300 Hwy 121 Bypass

ea-

• „i

1997 Olds Bravada

NO DICKER PRICE

500

4.20% 4.75% 4.75% 4.85%

119,927'
'26,690'

1997 Pontiac Bonneville SE

1996 Olds Eight Eight LSS
1996 Cadillac Sedan Deville

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

1997 Buick Regal

1997PIU900m
1997 Pontiac Grand Am (2) '12,900'
117,900'
1997 Olds Eighty Eight LS

1996 Chev. Cavalier
MINIMUM

1997 Buick Park Avenue Stock 037062

1998 Olds Silhouette

1996 Buick Regal

Investment Rates

'17,900'
'26,586'

1997 PoritMESEEMEI
1997 Pontiac Trans Sport Van Ext.
Stock #P7043

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

Hosadresis more .11211 evadable. All
reeedruefocnered to mew condition.

1997 Buick Centruy (2)

753-5315
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DEATHS
Clifford Joseph Stafford

Maintenance of National Scouting Museum exhibits such as those pictured Is
of critical Importance. A recently received grant of $11,614 will aid In that
effort. The National Scouting Museum is located on the campus of Murray
State University.

Solon Hale

Museum
Stock Market gets grant

Inreidnsents Since 1854

Memorial services for Solon Hale will be Friday, Oct. 17, at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr
will officiate. Burial will be in Murray City Cemetery. .%
Expressions of sympathy may be made to General Scholarship Fund
The National Scouting Museum at Murray State University.
Mr. Hale, 76, Faxon Road, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 9, 1997, at
recently received a grant from the
9:12
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Institute of Museum and Library
He was a 1943 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Services. A Conservation Project
Support grant in the amount of Md., and served 25 years in the Navy retiring as a lieutenant comman$11,614 was awarded to the mu- der. He served in World War II and Korean Conflict.
One son, John Vernon Hale, preceded him in death. Born Jan. 6,
seum for the 1997 fiscal year. The
1921,
in Murray, he was the son of the late William Vernon Hale and
grant application was written and
Sara
Elizabeth
Higgins Hale.
submitted by Joanna Herndon, curSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Irwin Hale; two daughters,
ator of collections at the museum.
The grant will be used to conduct Mrs. Susan H. Jones and husband, Gary, Murray, and Ms. Diane
a detailed condition survey of a Marie Hale, Denipg, Wash.; three sons, Edward Hudgins and wife,
portion of the museum's textile Lawanda, Murray, David G. Hale and wife, Kathy, Denver, Colo., and
collection, as well as to upgrade Solon Van Hale and wife, Leslie, Fort Smith, Ark.; seven grandchilexisting lighting, temperature, hu- dren; four great-grandchildren.
midity and air filtering conditions.
Out of 267 applications, the National Scouting Museum was one of
only 77 recipients ofa Conservation
Graveside services for Mrs. Diann Elkins were Saturday at 1 p.m. at
Project Support grant. Each applica- McCuiston Cemetery. The Rev. David Cunningham officiated.
tion goes through a competitive peer
Pallbearers were Ray Brittain, Tommy Brittain, Joe Holland, Roreview and requires a 100 percent nald Allbritten, Leonard Liska and Martin Elkins. Miller Funeral
match by the applicant.
Home of Murray was in charge of arrangements.
The Institute of Museum and
Mrs. Elkins, 54, River Road, Murray, died Friday, Oct. 10, 1997, at
Library Services is a federal agency 4:53 a.m. at her home.
established by Act of Congress in
Survivors include her husband, Harry Elkins; two daughters, Felecia
1996 to improve museum, library Elkins, Murray, and Mrs. Susan Tacker, Almo; one son, Martin Elkand information services.
ins, Murray; her mother, Mrs. Patsy Steen Edwards, Murray; one sisThe National Scouting Mu:cum ter, Mrs. Rita Wheeler and husband, Talmadge, Rockford, Ill.; three
is open Tuesday through Saturday grandsons, Eric Holland, Andrew Tacker and Aaron Tacker.
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Museum
hours on Sunday are 12:30 to 4:30
p.m. The National Scouting Museum is located on the campus of
Services for Gerald (Shorty) Jackson were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
Murray State University. For more chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. David
information, call locally at 762Woosley officiated. Burial was in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
3383 or toll-free at 1 (800) 303Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
3047.
Paducah.
Mr. Jackson, 59, U.S. Hwy. 62, Calvert City, died Saturday, Oct.
11, 1997, at 2:50 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marie Jackson; one daughter, Mrs.
Tonya Marie Charlton, and two sons, Jimmy Lynn Jackson and David
Wayne Jackson, all of Calvert City; one brother, Larry Lynn Jackson,
Reidland; seven grandchildren.

Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jona lad. Avg. 81116.11 + 3339
Air Products
790/16 + 1/4
A T & T..-......... 45"/16 + 'Is
Bell South -.....—....467/6 + 3/4
Briggs & Stratton 51s/s + 1/16
Bristol Myers Squibb.863/4 + sits
CBT Corp. Ky.*245/* B 25 A
CAT
603/6 + 11/16
Chrysler
36"/Di + 13/16
Dean Foods.............52 + 33/16
Exxon
647/s + s/16
Ford Motor.-- 4911/16 - 3/16
General Electric
705/16 + 15/i6
General Motors.-- 711/6 - sits
Goodrich...............4411/16 + 3/1
Goodyear
.711/16 + */16
IBM
10.35/s - 7/s
Ingersoll Rand
451/2 + 7/16
Intel
903/4 - 113/16
K U Energy
34"/16 + 1/s
Kroger
L G & E
......-221/2 - 1/s
Lucent Tech
89s/i6 + s/16
Mattel .................... 349/16 + 1/2
McDonalds
461/16 + 1/16
Merck
1003/4 + i3/16
Microsoft
1361/2
J.C. Penney
57'14 + °/16
Peoples First' -31 B 323/16 A
Quaker Oats
481/2 - 1/16
Schering-Plough
571/4 - 1/6
Sears
543/4 + 1/4
Texaco
.62"/16 - 1/4
Time Warner
541/2 + 1/16
UST
3011/16 + 1/16
Wal-Mart
.35'4 + 3/16

Mrs. Diann Elkins

Gerald (Shorty) Jackson

'Hillard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
NC - no change in price
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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For more informotioa
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1-800-ACS-2345

Our Best Investment Is You.

I AMER/CAN

y CANCER

SOCIETY •

TIRES • TIRES *TIRES
* New and Used * Lowest Prices!
* FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners: Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
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400 Indu.strial Rd.
753-1111
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MINNETONKA

NOW
I
IN STOCK!
Available in
Infant. Children
and Adult Sizes

MOCCASINS

Erika Wolf, a senior at Murray High School, has been selected Student
of the Week. The daughter of Mike and Gwen Wolff, Erika Is active In
Future Problem Solving, SpalnIsh Club and tutoring.

1100 Chestnut
Murray
753-1133
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Jerone Lawrence

Clifford Joseph (Joe) Stafford, 35, Gulfport, Miss., died Sunday,
Oct. 12, 1997, at 2:15 a.m. at his home.
He was a boat repairman. His father, Clifford Stafford, preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Ellen Cosper Stafford; three sisters, Mrs. Holly Cummings and Mrs. Terrilyn Woods, Benton, and
Mrs. Becky Maddox, Draffenville; three brothers, Fred Stafford, Ledbetter, Gerald Stafford, Almo, and John Stafford, Arizona City, Ariz.;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officate. Burial will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

MISS YOUR PAPER — CALL 753-191.

Services for Jerone Lawrence will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham will
officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mr. Lawrence, 59, Emmanuel Lane, Kirksey, died Sunday, Oct. 12,
1997, at 6:03 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
rvivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Lawrence; four daughters,
Mrs. Danita Finley and husband, Jim, Princeton, Miss Angela Lawrence and Mrs. Beverly Page and husband, Kirksey, and Mrs. Vernonia Tipton and husband, Royce, Symsonia; one son, Michael Lawrence and wife, Diana, Olive; his father, Halton Lawrence, and his
mother, Mrs. Verlene Thweatt, Kirksey; one brother, Max Lawrence,
Benton; two half sisters, Mrs. Theda Conroy, Belleville, Mich., and
Mrs. Janice Helton, Gray; two stepbrothers, Bobby Thweatt, Benton,
and Wayne Thweatt, West Virginia; nine grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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Nelson Adair
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The funeral for Nelson Adair will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Al Colley Jr. will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Richard Adair, Andy Adair, Luke Adair, Brad
Baker, Phil Thompson and Ken Oliver. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Adair, 86, State Rt. 564N, Farmington, died Saturday, Oct. 11,
1997, at 2:55 p.m. at his home.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Mrs. Pauline Adair; one
sister, Mrs. Connie Mae Woods; and three brothers, Hallie, George,
and William Adair. He was the son of the late Earl Adair and Linnie
Mae Colley Adair.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Odell Houser Adair; one daughter,
Mrs. Diana Gail Mangrum, Lombard, Ill.; one son, Gene Adair, Columbus, Ind.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Norma Oliver and Mrs. Wilda
Jetton, Farmington; nine grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; five
stepgreat-grandchildren.
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Albert Ludvigson
Funeral rites for Albert Ludvigson were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy
officiated. Gunner Nance was soloist.
Pallbearers were Tom Kurger, Barry Ludvigson, Chris Comeau,
Matt Comeau, Jason Pittman and Terry Benke. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Ludvigson, 77, New Concord, died Friday, Oct. 10, 1997, at
7:30 a.m, at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Ludvigson, New Concord;
one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Joyce Kruger, Hawaii; one stepdaughter,
Ms. Barbara Carbonneau, New Concord; nine grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
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Free economics workshop
set for Calloway Middle
Teachers of K-12 grade students
who plan to use Virtual Economics,
An Interactive Center for Economic
Education in their classrooms, are
invited to attend a free workshop at
Calloway County Middle School
Library on Tuesday,Oct.21,from 4
to 7 p.m. The workshop is offered
by the Center for Economic Education at Murray State University in
cooperation with the Calloway
County School Districi
This workshop will provide
hands-on training and tips for using
the new Virtual Economics CDROM. By simply clicking the
mouse, teachers can explore the
Interactive Center, a virtual threedimensional building with museum
exhibits and a library. Through
exploration, teachers will also have
access to movies, sound clips,
down-to-earth economic definitions,lessons and resources. Virtual
Economics also provides teaching
activities, lessons, and a 25,000
page library of over 100 instructional resources, most of which can
be printed for classroom use.
No prior economic knowledge is
needed to benefit from the workshop. All teachers who attend will
receive a CD-ROM suitable for
IBM compatible and Macintosh
computers, complete with instructions for installation and use. A light

supper is included, along with a
chance to win door prizes.
Barry Brown, director for the
Center for Economic Education,
said the Kentucky Department of
Education has approved this workshop for KERA Credit and teachers
may earn three hours of professional
development credit, based on approval by their school district.
The Center for Economic Education is operated by Murray State's
department of economics and finance within the College of Business and Public Affairs. EconomicsAmerica in Kentucky is a part of
the EconomicsAmerica national
network. Through the statewide
network of university and collegebased Economic Education Centers
(like the one located at Murray State
University) and trained Economic
Education Teacher Advocates, they
are able to promote and deliver
economic education in a broad, yet
cost-effective means.
The workshop will accommodate
30 participants. Teachers are revested to enroll by Oct_ 16. To
register, contact Brown at (502)
762-4277 or Wanda Johnson, EconomicsAmerica teacher advocate at
Calloway County High School.
Johnson may be reached at (502)
753-5479 during the day or at 7539790, evenings.
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HOG MARKET
Federal•State Market News Service October 14, 11W7
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US
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54311-43.54
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Tmitc

ea pc

Full
Queen set
King set

SALE
$99
1339
$379
$549

Anil • Nob only

REE
Delivery

reg
Twin ea pc
Full

Queen set
King set
'sae r oats

a

REE
Frame

Twin
Full

$449 $379
$549 1489
$749 $629

Queen set
King set

only
•

REE
Removal
01001

Detrrss;orI•ist

$129

5d' wII Ifly
pwtvuo

Retail Stores
Offices
Apartments
Rental Dwellings
Coverage for

BILLS

$489
$549
$729

✓ mti orZ

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
IN,`&11 to Keadmore & Vaught', Iteriaser &Arritinue Starr)

MOn-hi 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

759-3890

BILLS

Business Personal Property
Loss of Income
Business Liability

BILLS

Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, CAR, FARM,
coverages too

CONSOLIDATE

reg
SALE
Not Available
1544
1649
$849

lImal•M•

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Building

Special Edition

SALE

led op

INSURANCE

Tb• miaMmois•:Maim.

TE Timeless

TE Classics
reg
$300
$399
1444
$649

EnglandEr

raaliaa.

k./4.401-32.61
k32.1*33.041
S33-14-35.N
$37 Walk
$311-31.11
$...1•34-31.011

US 12271.354 lb.
US 1.3 3611-454 lbs.US 1.3 454-525 lb.
Ibis
US 1.3 525
US 2-3 3411.511 I
Sears-

$10,000 - $110/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners only

SHELTER
instiot /kw I

Harold %lack" Romaine
401 S. 12th St. • Murray
786-1033 or 763-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
I

We'll always be there for you.
Itholtor !ammo* Coo., Homo 011ie. 1417 M. Broadway, Columbia, MO USIA

• •• P

NATIONWIDE
(201.83()R.A.
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VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

753-1713

:hapel
iate.
Brad
ming-

:t. 11,

r; one
;orge,
.innie

ghter,
ColWilda
; five

in the
/orthy

TICaU,

Iurray

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs_ Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon otters give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sIs/rep.

MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
Fall is coming, Call Now!
estimates
Free
502-382-2440
PUMPKINS Over 2000 $1
pumpkins to choose from at
Gallimore's Triaier Sales,
Inc, Hwy 641 N, in Puryear,
TN.
SALE! THE GREEN
DOOR. New books for all
ages, collectibles & new
items for gifts. Open WedSat, 10am-6pm, Mon-Tue,
By Chance.94 E to 732 turn
right for 2.7 miles. Watch
for signs. 436-2929.

753-4199

BIBLE Message 759-5177

or

025

nationwide

1-500-455-4199

COUNTRY Jeans_ New
shipment! Carhartt clothes,
coveralls, jackets, overalls
and denim & khaki shirts.
Sizes medium to 2XL, in
most colors. Jeans Sale:
$5 00 otf regular price of
jeans and blouses. Brushpopper shirts $5.00 off regular price. Wrangler jeans
not on sale. Layaway now
while sizes are in stock.
Hwy 94E. Hours: Thursday
& Friday lOarn-4pm, Saturday 10am-4pm. Call
759-1062 after hours,

Personals

our 35th year of sernoc-

35 YEAR old single, white
male financially secure
HOUSE of Clothes, Open looking for simple girl for
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5. true relationship. No career
Nice consignment clothing. education required.
$1.00 Buys mens, wo- 1-800-960-1276 or
mens, childrens jeans, 702-275-5055 (cell phone).
sweaters, sweat shirts,
050
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
Lost
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
And Found
489-2243 or 753-6981.
LOST:Orange striped male
LOOKING for a New You?
tabby in 17th & Magnolia
Calorad• Amazing new
area. Small, neutered, dediet- Safe- Simple- NaturalA _dawed. Very loved. Very
FREE Pregnancy Tests. No Side Effects. Call nmissed.
Any info call
1-888-70H-YEAH.
Lifehouse 753-0700.
759-1171. Reward!

?7, at

nso

'cord;
ghter,
great-

Today is the day that
you turned forty.
This means you're old
so don't try to party!
But if you feel you're
still real young.
Do what you want 'til
this day is done!
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0.611-42.1141
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6.06-32.116
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9.66-36.116
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Help
Wanted

9-0.13119'
. BIRTHDAy

Happy Birthday
Harold
Ahtil You'll Be Alright!

ATTENTION!!!
Do you or someone you know have any of
these problems??
'Overweight
'Fibromyalgia
'Arthritis
'Diabetes
'Asthma
'Allergies Hayfever
I may be able

'Multiple Sclerosis
'High blood 'pressure
'High cholesterol
'Taking drug Ritalin
to help!!

Call Joann 1-888-587-0661
PEW

WOE

C.feat Busrere ocuors.nsy)
INTERNAT CNAL Ara n ivatorerx oenturno maw", lAida

Ows

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery

/ ALPINE
•)ockroldrosciaio.

.
clarion
4C it\

Ft # ILA CS,•0

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixleland Center

753-0113

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may

pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

070
Help
Wanted

Notice

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has beat
increased to S760 in
1997.
For more information
call:
McCON'NELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Ward Elkins

on

029

NURSE Aide. Work all shits
as needed. Not a full time
position Prefer mature, dependable, flexible individual who would enjoy working with the elderly in a
pleasant atmosphere.
Training will be provided.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

Today's
Babies
Childcare
Newborns & Infants
Only

Reasonable Rates

436-6050

POSTAL Workers. No experience necessary
$13.61/hr to start, plus benefits. Application/ exam info
available. Call 8am to 8pm
only. Open 7 days/ week.
1-800-270-8015, ext 230.

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
MOTHER of 1 has 2 openings in home daycare for
children 3 months & up.
CPR certified & have an
educational background in
child development.
759-4649 ask for Heather.

RN/LPN to work in busy
gastroenterologist's office.
Excellent benefits & work
atmosphere. Drop off or
mail resume to: Dr. Monte
Finch, 719 Elm St, Murray,
KY 42071.
THE National Scouting Museum, located on Murray
State University campus, is
looking for enthusiastic,
self-motivated individuals
to fill the following positions: Gift Shop Clerk,
Weekends only, now
through November 30. Sat
8:30-5, Sun 12-5. Minimum
wage. Admissions Clerk,
Weekends only, now
through November 30. Sat
8'30-5, Sun 12-5. Minimum
wage. For all positions
please come by a fill out an
application with museum
secretary, Monday through
Friday, 8am-5pm. NO
PHONE INQUIRES
PLEASE.

ADULTS have you always
wanted to play piano but
never did? Learn to play
piano in only 4 weeks. A
new, never before in this TOBACCO strippers
area 'Common Sense' ap- 492-8516
proach to learning piano.
Be ready for the Concert WANTED dancers Earn
$1,000 weekly & more.
Hall in 4 weeks. Sponsored
Cimmarron, Paris Landing,
by: Jarneson's Music. To
Tennessee. 7pm-1pm.
reserve your spot call to(901)642-5548.
day. 502-753-0901. ONLY
$60.
WORK FROM HOME PT/
AVON an excellent source FT $982-$6947/mo FREE
of income for Christmas INFORMATION BOOKand beyond. Local support LET. 1-800-373-8188 or
& training. Call today. www.youcanworkfromhorn
502-767-0779
or e.com.
800-811-9487. IND/SLS/
070
REP.
Domestic
CAR hauler needed, excel& Childcare
lent pay, medical benefits.
Late model Stinger equip- DEPENDABLE house
ment. Experienced only call cleaning. 753-1313 o
423-577-2969 days, 759-0276.
615-758-5539 evenings
FAST efficient house & ofCOMPUTER Users fice cleaning. Trustworthy
needed. Work own hrs. & dependable. Have refer$20K to $50 K/hr. ences. 753-6199.
1-800-348-7186 x 486.
DETECTIVE- PRIVATE.
Investigator Trainee. Good
Wages. 502-329-1171.
EXPERIENCED night cook
wanted. Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, KY. Apply
in person.
EXPERIENCED legal secretary. Must be familiar with
litigation and Word Processing. Knowledge of real
estate and probate a plus
Send resume to: P.O.Box
1040V, Murray, KY 42071.
FULL time positio
TON & SO
CARR
te
A
9am-

HIN-

St
puelpful
son between

noon

HELP wanted part-time
8-30hrs per week. Start pay
$5.25/hr, flexible hours,
growing firm, quick advancement. Call 759-4222
for appointment.
HENRY County Medical
Center has full-tirrie RN
openings 7pm-7am for
CCU, ER, 013 and 1st shift
Psychiatric Partial Program Apply in Human Resources Dept, 301 Tyson
Avenue, Paris, TN.
K S K FRYSC Social Services Assistant Social
Work background preferred Trigg County
Schools, 202 Main, Cadiz,
KY 42211_ 502-522-6075.
MEAT MARKET MANAGER. Salary based on experience Apply in person
at D&T Foods at 623 S 4th
St
MURRAY Calloway County
Parks seeks a Parks Maintenance Person. Prefer a
Bachelors degree in Facility Management, Recreation, or closely related field
(related experience may
substitute for a degree), &
experience in park maintenance $8-$9 an hour plus
benefits Deadline Oct
17th Send resumes to
MCCP,900 Payne. Murray,
KY 42071 502-762-0325
NOW taking applications
Freda Super Dollar, Mon
Fri 9am-5pm. Bel-Air Shopping Center, Hwy 641
Sotith, Murray, KY.

+wag!

150
Domestic
I Childcare

SMALL retail turnkey business. Be in for the Christmas shoppers. 753-0953,
753-8588.
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Riding mowers &
4-wheelers that need work.
436-2867.

100LB LP Cylinders fo
sale. LP GAS REFILLS.
Lowest prices in town. B&B
Brokers, 701 So. 12th.
753-4389.
18' DISH Network digital
satellite, $199. Programming
$ 19.99/mo
753-7419.
1995 TORO Pro Line commercial mower. 14HP Kohler, 52' deck with Velkie
ride behind. Bought new in
1996, used less than 100
hours, with 8ft tilt trailer.
Must sell immediately,
$2200 obo. 759-3894.
2 SEATER go-cart, $400
492-8516

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing In

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
What the mind can cause
The mind can cure.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

Articles
8=

Mobile
Homes For Saki

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00

1992 CLAYTON doublewide, 3br, 2 baths, 46X28
Must be moved Cali after
6pm 753-9615 or
489-2123

BASSETT 'glass top &
wicker bottom', end tables
and coffee table(octagon)
Like new, $250/all
474-8704 after 5pm or
leave message

BANK Repo. 1993 Fleetwood 14x70, 3Br, 1 bath,
includes appliances & central air. $500 down, approx.
$220/mo with approved
credit. Can be seen at Riviera Courts. 502-753-3280.

For

BLAUPUNKT car stereo,
Montreal model CR40, removable cassette/ radio,
stereo, 60 watt. Incredible
sound. New $500, asking
$150. obo. 753-5778.
FOR Sale- 1 set of brand
new encyclopedias $150
753-5917 after 6pm.

ill

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God

'I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Allays
'Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compere Me We? Imitators
S a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
For Appointment Phone
2085. 12th Street
(502) 767-0506
Murray, Ky. 42071

-

Open Under New Management

Hours: Mon-Sat 5:30 am-9 p.m.
Sunday 6 am.-2

2BR trailer. No pets. References needed. Call
753-9866.

PORTABLE carport, 2BR with add-on addition,
12X20 $250. 1407 Vine St. 3'4 miles from Murray.
RCA Entertainment sys- $275/mo. Deposit & refertem. Dolby speakers, cd, ences. 753-6012.
vcr, all extras. Oak cabinet. RENT to own: 14X80, 2br,
Paid $4800. Will take 2 bath in Grogans Trailer
$1800. 437-4829 or Park, Coleman RE,
437-4125.
753-9898.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal, Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.
STIHL gas powered cut-off
saw, $350. 14' clipper masonry saw, $400.
492-8516.
TENNESSEE COUNTRY
LOG HOMES. Beautiful log
home packages! Kits, Dryins, Turn-keyed. Wholesale
prices. For info or models
call 901-232-8545.
WASHER & dryer, stove,
refrigerator, 1 sleeper sofa,
sectional with recliners on
both ends. Call 759-0986.
WEIGHT lifting machine by
Nordic Track, new $1,000,
$450 obo. Upright freezer,
$100. 502-362-0931.
WOOD for sale 759-5353
or leave message
160
Home
Furnishings
6PC Victorian living room
suit. Made in the 50's. Mint
condition. $2,800.
(502)247-6952. No phone
calls after 9pm.
WEIGHT machine, coffee
& end table, entertainment
center, king waterbed, twin
bed & desk. 753-8064, after
5.30pm.

liffil9Puck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
'A ACRE 3-4 miles from
Murray. $75/mo. 753-6012
300
Ekisiness
Rentals

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

Lawn 8
Garden
PEONIES, Hosta & Daylilies! End of season sale at
bethel Gardens, 94 E., turn
at Cherry Hill Farms, follow
signs. 9am-5pm Mon-Fri,

Sports
Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650.
240
Miscellany=
ALLERGY Suffers, lifetime
warranty on Hightech Electrostatic Filter, custom fit to
your unit, $89.95. Includes
duckwork & unit sanatizing
&
deordorizing.
502-753-1001.
DEER HUNTERS Apple
corn now in stock at Farmers Farmacy 759-2248

FOR Lease. Office space in
new professional building.
700-1000 sq ft. For details
write to: PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621.
SOUTH 641 Security Storage, 641 North of Hazel,
10X12 as low as $30.
4 9 2- 8 2 38
or
901-247-5619.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings

753-3853
Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment furnished
all utilities included. No
pets. Lease & deposit required. 436-2755.
1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR furnished, $200/mo,
plus deposit No pets, 3212
St Rt 121 N, next to fairgrounds. 753-3139.
1BR, some utilities paid,
close to university.
$220/mo, deposit required.
759-2129, leave message.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR, 2 full & 2 half bath.
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher & whole
house vac Carport & patio.
Separate 20X30' storage
building $575/rno $575 deposit No pets References.
753-3018 leave message
please_

COUNTRY living close to
town 1 acre mobile home
lots Financing available
759-0404

2BR upstairs apt $250/mo
plus deposit Lease required No pets Water &
garbage paid 753-8355
Mon-Fri Bam 5pm

MOBILE home lots starting
at $5,000 North area
759-0873

2BR upstairs apt, 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296

16X76 2BR, 2 bath, vinyl
siding, pitched roof.
753-0342, 489-2827.
1984 FLEETWOOD
14X80. 3br, 2 baths, central
air & appliances Extra
nice 1985 Fleetwood
14X70, 2br, 1 bath, central
at iS appliances 753-9866
1991 14X60 CLAYTON
Phone 767-9614 8-16 Fox
Meadows Dr

'tY ‘3° 130
(An
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Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

MANAGER TRAINEE
Management position can be yours after
six months specialized training Earn up
to $25,000-$30,000 a year in management We will send you to school for a
minimum of 2 weeks,expenses paid,train
you in the field with a minimum guarantee
to start selling and servicing established
accounts Complete benefit package,
second to none You need to have a good
car, be bondable, SPORTS MINDED, be
ambitious and aggressive Only career
minded individuals need apply. Call now
for an appointment
CALL MONDAY & TUESDAY
502-753-5353
10 AM - 7 PM
ASK FOR LONNIE FORTNER

DRIVERS 0TH
Fortune 100 Company
Expanding Dedicated Fleet
Mayfield, Murray, Fulton, KY
Union City, Paris, Dyersburg,
Milan, Humboldt, TN area
drivers with minimum of
100,000 mi. T/T, CDL + H
with excellent work history.
*Odometer Miles *Hm Weekly
*Excellent Benefit Package
*Must Run Legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
800-238-3671 W-F (EOE)

All Sizes Available

2BR duplex, 1303 Valleywood Dr, $450/mo.
759-4406

Mobile
Homes For Sale

€430 4:si 130
The family of Tom Edd Travis acknowledges with sincere appreciation & gratitude
the many kind deeds performed during our
fathers extended illness & death.
The Doctors & Nurses at Lourdes Hospital.
The Continue Care group, you were our
daddy's buddies.
The Miller Funeral Home for their beautiful & professional services.
Rev. Robert McKinney & Rev. Eulas Greer
for their comforting words & beautiful
messages.
The Brooks Chapel Choir for their songs.
Mrs.Patricia Lassiterfor her special song.
Everyone who called us & the many people
who sent flowers to honor daddy.
Tom Edd Travis was a very special man to
a lot ofpeople in the community. He will be
greatly missed.
Thanks again with much love & appreciation
Sue, Will Edd, Jerry, Billy & L.A.

753-5585

320
180

270

HALEY'S

12X65 1BR, Alm° area
$260/mo, deposit & references. 753-6012

LEER Topper, good condition, red, $600. Call
474-8340 after 5pm.

(Formerly Worker's Cafe)

Senior Citizens & MSU Students
Discounts (with valid ID)

Mobil*
Homy' For Rent

2BR small furnished trailer.
$150/mo plus deposit.
436-5697.

Five Points Restaurant
901 Coldwater Road
Plate Lunch Daily 13.95
Catfish Specials
Fri & Sat Nights 84.95

260

JBL Grand Touring car stereo speakers, model T502,
60 watt power. Pair new
$150, asking $50 obo
753-5778.

290

Mrs. Ann

BY Owner Doublewide
3br, 2 full baths & 1 acre
Call 759-3473

Card of rThanks

AVAILABLE immediately
1BR, handicap accessible
unit Call 759-4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts,902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity
EXTRA large duplex in nice
area Central gas HVAC,
utility room, dishwasher,
etc Lease & deposit. No
pets Available 10/15/97
$450/mo 759-1087, after
59m
NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo
5 miles north, 12mo lease
Deposit
No pets
753-4937, 436-2741

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions for our Mattel-Murray facility on the
following shifts:
Tues.-Fri
4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
(10 hour shift)
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon.
(11.5 hour shift)
Noon to Midnight
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Midnight to Noon
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Starting pay rate is $6.39/hour with a top rate
of $9.11/hour after 24 months. Individuals
would be full benefits eligible after a 90 day
probationary period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers, apply in person or
call the
Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-2150
Mattel is an EOE M/FN/D

)HAMILTON-RYKER
,00 0 {.LTE

.110110 ,
4

COMPANy
01 1.304 1/Cel

A new staffing service to the area is
now recruiting for the 2-3-2 shifts at
Mattel. Starting Rate '63'/hr.
We offer an excellent benefits
package:
.401K
'paid vacations
'paid holidays
'optional medical insurance
Will be accepting applications at
the Amerihost Inn of Murray Mon.
Oct. 13-Wed Oct. 15,8 a.m.-5 p.m. in
Meeting Room #127. Call 759-5910
or come by and experience the
Hamilton Ryker difference.
EOE

al!,-.40••••••••••
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$160

Apartments
For Rent

Houses
For Rent

Livestock
Supplies

EXTRA nice 1 br apt appliances furneshed, central
gas heat & , $375,mo 1
month deposit, 1yr lease
No pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

3BR house north of Murray
Gas heat, window a/c, appliances, furnished, house
is 4yrs old $400/mo, $400
deposit
No pets
759-1070

15" LAMB saddle Rode
twice $325 Call 759 2455
after 5pm

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wes* Village, lb(
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

3BR house, $350/mo No
indoor pets Deposit & 1yr
lease & references required 753-2342

LARGE 2tx duplex, 11
/
2
baths. 1142sq h of living
space Refrig , stove,
microwave. dishwasher,
livid, central gas heat & air,
deck, garage No pets,
lease & deposit, $550/mo.
436-2113

3BR wigas heat, low utilities. nice home 605 Sycamore, $450/mo plus dep
759-4696
3 OR 4BR house, 1 bath,
wibasement, central ha,
newly decorated, $700/mo
1 Month deposit, no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536
4BR. 2 bath house 5 miles
north, newly redecorated,
central ha, $530/mo 12
month lease No pets Deposit 753-4937, 436-2741

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main 86 CAMBRIDGE Or, 3br,
/
2 bath, range, refrigeraSt. 753-1252 before 5pm, 11
753-0606 after 5pm
tor, microwave, wid hookup, garage $675/mo
NICE 2br duplex, near 759-5534 or 767-9552
NtSU & downtown Stove
refrigerator, washer, dryer SMALL house near camGas heat, electric a/c, wall pus No pets, washer &
to wall carpet Large yard
dryer hookup 753-1203
$330/mo $330 deposit
753-7207
NOW taking applications
for 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur-Cal Apart- CREEKVIEW Self-storage
ments 902 Northwood Dr, warehouses on Center
Murray KY 759-4984 Drive behind Shoney's
Equal
Housing $20-$40imo 759-4081
Opportunity.
VERY nice duplex, great NORTHWOOD storage
area. 2br, appliances with presently has units avail753-2905 or
microwave, furnished, wid, able
753-7536
private deck $475/mo, deposit required 436-5725
STORAGE Building.
VERY nice 2br, 177 baths 13'X27 with 10'X10' overTownhouse Appliances head door. For more info.
furnished w/washer & Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140.
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease
1 ma deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
Pets
& Supplies
Rooms
For Rent

AKC Boxer puppies, 3
Fawn & 3 Brindle Wormed
&
first
shots
502-247-0270

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
AKC Registered miniature
753-9898
Dachshund puppies
$200-$250 753-13506
340
Houses
DOG obedience classes or
For Rent
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
-2BR.6 miles northwest of
Murray Appliances, wid, EXOTIC pets: Miniature
natural gas, cable Lease, Donkey, Llama, Baby
deposit, references re- Monkey, Ostrich, Miniature
Horse, English Bulldog
quired $300 489-2394
puppy 901-968-8080
2BR house, appliances
furnished, gas heat, car- KING snake with all accesport 415 So 10th St sories, Guinea Pig with all
$325imo, lease required accessories, Mice with all
accessories Call 759-9215
759-4696
ask for Ellen.
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit PUG puppies $150 Call
436-2195
required 753-4109
3BR brick. $395/mo No WEENIE Dogs AKC small
miniature Dachshunds
pets 753-6931
$15000 Also, AKC Dalma35R house, Dexter bons, dean by nature & has
$225'mo lyr lease No little, if any, doggy odor,
pets Deposit 753-4937
$12500 901-243-4635

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

— A Wonderful- Address

—
1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786
1

West Ky.
Seamless Gutters

FOR sale near Aurora on
main lake at Bent Tree
Estates, 335 Bent Tree
Lane (last home on lake
drive) 28R, large porch,
$50,000 Buddy Valentine
502-247-5621 or home
502-753-4981, leave
message

% ACRE lot in new subdivision in north Murray. $6500
obo
492-8498 or
498-8921
CUSTOM building site in
the county. 3 miles east of
downtown Murray. 3+
acres Paved frontage
road Shared well. Restricted Owner finance
possible 753-5231.
LARGE lot in prime location
in Campbell Estates Call
753-8123
SOUTHWEST Calloway
County, approximately one
acre nicely shaded building lot septic, well and two
car garage on property
$9,500 Coldwell Banker
Woods & Associates
753-1651

Farina
For Sale

Of Kentucky

45-50 ACRES of prime
farm land on Browns Grove
Rd $2000 per acre Call
474-8384

a
.
Shama (Beach) Crouch
Certified Appraiser

P.O. Box 1694
Murray, Ky 42071

Phone/Fax: (502) 759-5708
Residential • Commercial
Divorces • Estates
EJ

Esquire Investment
Properties
If you have ever thought about
getting into rental properties...NOW IS THE TIME!All properties
are to be sold with a positive cash
flow. Most are currently leased
thru May 1998.
Call 759-4696
/0 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

MARY FERGUSON
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
• ALL MEDICAL SPECIALTIES
• EDUCATIONALLY QUALIFIED
• ACCURATE, RELIABLE WORK
• REASONABLE RATES
• PICKUP AND DELIVERY
• LETTER-QUALITY DOCUMENTS
•STANDARD OR MICRO CASSETTES

753-2157

530
Services
Morsel

Boats
& Motors

GETIMOLD

1

—

Used
Cars

3BR, 2 bath, 21
/
2 acres, 1994 CHRYSLER Con- 1995 25' CREST III, com- ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
satellite & shed $38.000- cord. black with grey
plete with covers, sink & foundations, slabs, sidewleather, 4dr, all power. ai fresh water, depth tinder, alks, driveways, buildings,
436 2114
player, 43,XXX miles, ex- docking lights, 90hp Mer- remodeling, repairs, AGC
HORSE trailer w/living 605 MEADOW Lane 3br, 1
cellent auto, like new
cury motor Boat bought certified 489-2214
quarters 753-0980
bath ranch, Lv room, den $11,400 753-9514, new, 1 owner, less than
with
laundry
fireplace,
753-8280
KY 31 Fescue seed 94%
50hrs time on boat Like ALL types of work. Mulch,
room, large kitchen, new
germination. 65e/lb
new (502)753-8181 rock, gutters, outbuildings,
502-345-2545
or cabinets & countertops,
8 am- 4 : 30 pm, brush clearing, tree trimming, home repairs, junk
central au/ gas heat- new
502-382-2207
(502)354-6660 after 5pm
unit, large deck & patio
hauled. etc Reliable and
Vans
1997 FACTORY demo, 21' reasonable City & county.
$79,500 Call 767-0301, after 5pm
1982 CHEVY conversion Astro w/225 Mercury tan- 753-2092.
dem trailer wibrakes, many
$2500 obo 492-8622
van,
BY Owner 2000 sq ft, 3br, 2
extras, full warranty New ANTIQUE refinishing, furbath, 53 wooded acres
1995 MERCURY Villager, price $28,200 Sale price niture repair & custom
FOR SALE: 10 plus, Pecs reduced Make appt
rear heat & air, 4 captains $21,500 Day 753-1844, woodworking 753-8056.
Wooded acres,5 minutes 502-436-2832
chairs, leather interior, digi- night 753-7687
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
from Kentucky Lake Ma1
2 bath, tal control. cd, power seats, 3-0 DOZING, backhoe, Factory trained by 3 maior
ture trees, private road, BY Owner. 3br, 1 /
30,XXX
lots
of
extras
apprx 12 miles east of Mur- newly remodeled, vinyl sid- miles Selling for payoff. septic, & gravel hauling. manufacturers All work
ray, $40,000 firm WA not ing central air & gas heat, 492-8769 or 492-6298
Driveways, foundations. and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
divide Serious inquiries ceiling tans, all new ap502-437-4969
Works, 753-2455
only please Call 474-8704 pliances, oak kitchen caAl Al A TREE SERVICE,
after 5pm or leave binets Upper $50's
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
stump removal, tree spray753-5592
message
ing, hedge trimming, landbrands, Kenmore 30+
HALEY Appraisals Bob BY Owner Exceptionally
years experience BOBBY
scaping, mulch hauling &
dean 3br brick. Brick stor- 1979 FORD F100, 59,XXX mulch spreading, gutter
Haley, state certified
HOPPER 436-5848
swb
3sp,
miles,
actual
age building, large lot. S.W.
759-4218.
cleaning. Licensed & in- BACKHOE Service - ROY
corner Wiswell & Crossland $1300 firm 759-3769
sured, Full line of equip- HILL. Septic system,
KIRKSEY area, 10 acres, 2 Rds. Immediate opportundrive1983 CHEVY pick-up 4X4, ment, Free estimates Tim ways,
hauling, foundations,
miles west on 464 West On ity. (502)489-2756.
swb, SS $3800 obo Will Lamb
436-5744, etc. 759-4664.
Hwy 299 489-2056
1-800-548-5262..
CANTERBURY: 1523 trade 436-2695, after 6pm
BACKHOE Service- small
KOPPERUD Realty has Beckett Dr Approximately
1988 DODGE Dakota, A-1 Tree professionals
jobs, driveways, box blade,
buyers waiting to purchase 2600 sq ft plus 2 car gargood condition Call Stump removal, tree spray- rottertilling, snow removal.
homes-all price ranges If age Call 759-4801.
753-5136, leave message ing, serving Murray, Callo- 753-0834
Of 759-9835.
you are thinking of sellingway County since 1980
FIRST
time
on
the
market.
contact one of our courte1989 CHEVROLET 4X4,
Free estimates 437-3044 BOSS Plumbing Service.
ous and professional A well maintained one Scotsdaie package,
All work guaranteed. Free
or 492-8737
agents at 753-1222 or stop owner, custom built 3br 113,XXX miles, 5sp
/
2 $7,500 Call 437-4261 after A&A Lamb Brothers Com- estimates. 753-1134,
by office at 711 Main St. brick, central h/a, 11
492-8584.
baths, 12X24 living room 5P01plete Lawn Care. Mowng,
with dining area, eat-in
41S
leaf mulching. landscaping. BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING.
kitchen, den with woodTree removal, shrub trimMark Lamb, 436-5791.
Lake
burning stove Carport, at- 1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
ming, clean-up, mulch, etc,
Property
navy,
100,XXX
a/c,
miles,
ADAM'S HOME IM- etc. Insured, Free estitached 2 car garage Lots of
arn/frn
cassette,
reli5sp,
1BR home. large living shade. 2 miles from aty of
PROVEMENTS. Inside or mates. 759-5353.
room, screen porch, car- Murray, 84 East in East-Y able $3,000 obo. out. No job too small.
BUSHHOGGING, rototill502-759-9906.
port, shed, all extencx new Subdivision $94,500. 759-9600
ing, lawns, gardens. Driveincluding roof & vinyl siding, 753-0444
1994 FORD Ranger XLT, AFFORDABLE all around
totally redecorated inside,
48,XXX miles, a/c, sport hauling, junk clean-up, ways bladed, haul gravel.
Jonesy 437-4030.
woodstove, beautiful MUST sell immediately! wheels, white, $7800 obo
cleaning out sheds, tree
wooded lot, 5 minute walk 3br, 2 bath home in quiet 489-2945
CARPET
CLEANING
work.
436-2867
to Wildcat Beach $39,900 neighborhood. Call
Serving Murray for over
762-3242
days
or
firm. 759-4696.
25yrs. Certified techni753-4086 nights.
cians. Carpets, upholstery.
A-FRAME on Kentucky
Free estimates. We accept
Lake 2 Bedroom, 1 bath, NEW 3br, 2 bath brick, 2 car
all major credit cards. Lee's
apprx 1600sq ft, detached garage, ceramic tile, covCarpel Cleaning
2 car garage, 24x32 car- ered front porch, wood
753-5827.
port, 8x10 shed, all on deck, concrete drive, naapprx 1 acre of ground 2 tural gas, aty water, cable.
Decks with view of lake, 1+ acre approx. 5 miles
CARPORTS for cars and
private boat ramp or public north of Murray. 759-0892.
trucks. Special sizes for
boat ramp Senou inquiries NEW 5br, 21
motor home boats, RVs
/
2 bath, 2600
only, no realtors Shown by sq ft of living, hardwood
and etc Excellent protecappointment
Call floors, oak cabinets, jation, high quality, excellent
474-8704 after 5pm
value Roy Hill 759-4664.
cuzzi, hunter ceiling fans,
private wooded lot Just outDOUBLE lot with new sepCLEAN-UP after new con'Gutters
'Competitive Prices
tic system, ready for home side.city limits $164,800
struction. Commercial
or trailer. Located in lake Call 753-6098
and residential. Exper'Gutter Supplies
'Free Estimates
front subdivision with pri- NEW home with 14 acres
ienced and references.
'Gutter Maintenance
vate boat ramp $9,900 Call Kopperud- Amos
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
firm 759-4696
Bonnie 436-2725.
McCarty 753-1222

Appraisals One

0,

stO

520

490

Hoses
For Sale

NEW Concord area 22
acres, house & 2 barns
436-2916, after 5pm

PRICE REDUCED TO
SELL!
GREAT
LOCATION- 804 S. 16th St.
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot. 2,850 sq ft (with possibilities for more). Bonus
room up- 40X12 walk-in
attic. 3br, 21
/
2 bath, 6
closets, 10 rooms, central
H/AC, LR, Dine, den kitchen combo with appliances, fireplace, drapes,
shutters, utility with cabs,
sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage. Call
759-0700.
REDUCED 2100 SQ ft 3br,
2 bath, 2 car garge, 1500 sq
ft shop 759-9835
470

1993 FORD Bronco 4x4
black, loaded all power,
73,XXX miles, nice with
new tires & brakes Call
492-8899 after 6pm
1995 2DR Explorer 4X2,
cruise, p/w, p/I, black,
45,XXX miles, straight
stick. 762-6864 work,
753-5182 home

38R, 2 bath 1 mile from
town 753-0838
3BR, gas heat, well built
older home big corner lot
605 Sycamore $44900
759-4696
5 GALLON foundation
coating, $5 99 4X8 black
board $2 00/ sheet 50Ib
box 6 & 8s mixed $10 box
Fiberglass $31 sheet Pas
chall Flooring Covering. Y.
mile from Hazel on Hwy
641 901 498 6299

ucosEd & INSURED
'

Free E2111,011lif
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trieswig
Tree Sprayiwg
Tree ai Stwitp
Removal

Tree 7"
04014ilp Service

EvAspeieer
wihe, S.

e

Guaranteed Auto Loans
"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Ohs
Bad Credit
No Credit
* Tax Liens
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
Slow Pays
* Divorced
WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 - Call Shawn

*
*
*
*
*

Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

Ceramic Tile Dry Wall Plumbing Electrical Repairs
The

BP1/40
1 "
NED WALKER

759-0337

Over 20 years experience
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

- LAMB BROS

1986 RED MR2 Toyota,
runs great, new tires a/c
auto Excellent condition
$2500 obo 502-362-0931

1989 MAZDA MX6, 2dr,
red, automatic, a/c, power
windows, stereo, new cassette player Good condition $4500 Ph 762-2550

JR

'1 ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

1990 BUICK Skylark, 1
owner Call 753-0864

1994 Beretta, 50,XXX
miles all power, tilt, cruise,
am/1m cassette, $7500
753 1585

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CONSTRUCTION & Roofing by Rogers Construction Quality work, competitive rates Also, custom
decks & gardens
753-2993.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns
sheds, carports. Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
753-7860
DAVID'S Cleaning Servinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ViC65. 'Cleaning

mu;

METAL ROOFS= Quality
and style STOCKWELL
METAL ROOFING= Best
in Tri-State area Get your
house covered with siding
and NEW Windows! Call for
a FREE estimate
753-6585

wit:
Sot
cal
ThL
Pad
So/

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

to
28;
Bri
nie
Ro
Do

ROOFING- New roofs,
tearotts, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718
STEVE'S Home Improvement. Additions, remodeling, roofing Ph 759-8645.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.

an
xa
ber
Ca
A

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, vahety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690

dir
su
gio
Mu

TIRED of that old wallpaper? Call Charles' Construction Co. for a free estimate. We also paint (interior & exterior). 436-5001.

plc
sch
ph
an
At

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC_ New construc
bon, rewiring, mobile home WALTERS Contracting.
hookups, electrical mainte- Free Estimates. Guarannance and repair. Call any- teed Quality Work.
time Murray, 762-0001, Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofcella 519-1592.
ing, additions, vinyl siding,
EMERGENCY Water Re- decks, remodeling.
Call
moval 24hrs. Lee's Carpet 753-2592.
Cleaning. 753-5827.
FENCING: Midway Fence WEST KY Lawn Care.
Co. Chain link & vinyl Mowing, trimming, fertilizfence at reasonable ing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping
prices. 759-1519.
Trim shrubs, hauling, leaf
GARDEN tilling, grader clean-up, gutter cleaning.
blade work, bushhogging, For Free Estimate call
mulch hauling Gerald Car- 753-9048, leave message
roll, 492-6159.
WOOD VCR- repairing
HARDWOOD FLOOR in- VCR's, microwaves_ NEW
stallation and finishing. HOURS" Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
Custom design. Affordable Free estimates. Visa/MC
rates. 753-7860.
accepted. 753-0530.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.

ho
din
sit
Yea
Dr.

AVON
Whether you
want to buy or
just take a
look at what
AVON has to
offer... give
me a call!

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery. Free
estimates 302 S 12th.
753-5827.
MURRAY MAID SERVICE.
Certified, Insured, Experienced. Call 345-2170.
PAINTING. Interior- exterior. Pressure washing Free
estimates 437-3879.

436-6026, ask
for Tonya.

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358.

inclisis/rop.
(Ask about becoming an
AVON Representative)

Tit

make nominations
Producers and other eligible voters are asked to nominate candidates
of their choice by Oct. 27 for the
Calloway County Farm Service
Agency (FSA) committee election
ballot.
The FSA county committee election will be conducted from Nov.21
to Dec. 1 by mail ballot. FSA, an
agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, administers farm commodity and conservation programs
for producers and makes farm ownership and operating loans.
Calloway County producers have
the opportunity to nominate persons
they feel would best serve their farm
community on the FSA county
committee. Producers may request
and receive nominating petitions
forms from the county office.
Producers need to remember that
to be valid, petitions must be limited
to one nominee each, must include
written certification that the nominee is willing to serve, if elected,
and must be signed by at least three
eligible voters in the local administrative area. Also, the petition must
be received in the FSA office by the
October 27th deadline.
Eligible voters may circulate or
sign nominating petitions for as

many candidates as they choose.
Anyone wishing to nominate a
farmer for the county FSA committee election may contact the county
office for details, including eligibility requirements.
Producers should petition for and
elect those individuals they feel
would do a good job as an FSA
committee member. FSA committees are essential in the administration of farm program and welcome
all valid petitions.
The opportunity to nominate,
vote, and be elected to office is
guaranteed to all producers regardless of race,color, religion, national
origin, age, sex, marital status or
disability.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

'We've Got A Sweet Deal For You!"

7&:A. 2, MINT CONDMON
Car Center
Bring this ad in for $5 Off a handwax
Free Pick-up & Delivery
Open Year Round

1990 TOYOTA Corolla,
98,XXX miles $4,100
753-1747
1991 PONTIAC 6000 LE
4dr, loaded, good miles
Multi port V6, sharp inside
& out $3900 Days
759-4405, nights
753-5496

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832

Full Low of

1984 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue, loaded $1,000 Cal
759-2455 after 5pm

1987 TOYOTA Tercel Wagon, been around, but runs
well $1850 436-2603

COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20 yrs experience.
753-5592.

ServIces
Offered

Offered

Tree Service Producers asked to

502-436-5744
.1-800-548-5262

Elkport Utility
Vehicles

Used
Cars

2X10X8 $599 2X10X12
$1299 Pasceall's now carries carpet in addition to the
largest inventory of vinyl
floor covering in the TnState Area Paschall Floor
Covering, '
/
1
2 mile from
Hazel on Hwy 641
901-498-6299

mb Brothers

Motorcycles
1995 POLARIS Sports
man, 4wd, with extras
$4,000 527-7883

190

28R, I bath, vinyl siding.
central air & gas heat
Large custom kitchen cabinets, appliances included. large open Irving
area 14X14 deck, detached storage shed 1709
Ridgewood Upper $50's
Call 753 6953. after lpm

Call 75341278

PICK up the deals while
Paschal Floor Covering is
having their Inventory Deduction Sale Paschall
Floor Covering, V. mile
from Hazel on Hwy 641.
901-498-6299

Service.

HandwashNac only

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types 01
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ACAI SUNRURY

MURRAY (€1,01),nd (4,nny groad
753 5940

1\14•NsigigiO••

.41

1111
1

$175°

Carpets • Seats • Windows • Hand
glaze • Hand wax • Engine clean
Car scents • Rain X • Armor-All
625 S. 3rd St. (expires 10-31-97)

759-5277

(KARS)
a

_

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Mrs. Berue Creekmur Gingles being presented a
plaque for her outstanding work
with the Kentucky Genealogical
Society in preserving genealogical records for future generations.
The presentation was by Roberta
Padgett, librarian of the Kentucky
Society.
Births reported include a boy
to Dennis and Lesa Roman, Sept.
28; a boy to Phyllis and Charles
Brien, a girl to Tammie and Ronnie Siress, a girl to Angela and
Robert Coltharp, and a boy to
Donna and Robert Miller, Oct. 8.
Twenty years ago
Max Hurt is a new member
and Lester Nanny and Rex Alexander were reelected as members of the Board of Directors of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Joe Sills, received a
superior rating at the Murray Regional Marching Band Festival at
Murray State University.
Published is a feature story and
picture about Otis Lovins, retired
school teacher. The story and
photographs were by Staff Writer
and Photographer Lowell
Atchley.
Thirty years ago
Murray Civic Music Association held its membership kick-off
dinner at Murray State University. Mrs. Gaylord Forrest is this
year's campaign manager.
John Charles Larson, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson, has

enlisted in the U.S. Air Force and
is now at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Mrs. J.B. Dover of Hazel was
re-elected state historian of the
auxiliary to the Kentucky Association of Chiropractors at
Louisville.
Forty years ago
Lowell Palmer of Calloway
County Office of ASC will explain the soil bank program to
farmers and interested people in
the area tonight at Almo High
School.
William Thomas Jeffrey will
manage the new Gamble's Store
which will open on East Main
Street about Nov. 1.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd Owen, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Chaney, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Litchfield.
Fifty years ago
Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters
Association held its second bench
show and field trials Oct. 6-9 at
Murray. Officers are Leon Riley,
Arley Larimer and L.W. Imes.
Eph Huie of Huie Flower Shop
is taking a special short course
for florists at Bright's School of
Floral Design, Chicago, Ill.
Patrica Anne Franklin and Harold Glenn Doran were married
Oct. 5.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Upton and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Overby, Oct. 11; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James McClain, Oct. 13.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 14, the 287th day of 1997. There are 78
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Oct. 14, 1947, Air Force test pilot Charles E.
"Chuck" Yeager became the first person to break the sound barrier as
he flew the experimental Bell X-I rocket plane over Edwards Air
Force Base in California.
On this date:
In 1066, Normans under William the Conqueror defeated the English at the Battle of Hastings.
In 1890, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 34th president of the United
States, was born in Denison, Texas.
In 1964, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1977, singer Bing Crosby died outside Madrid, Spain, at age 73.
In 1986, Holocaust survivor and human rights advocate Elie Wiesel
was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1990, composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein died in New York
at age 72.
Ten years ago: A real-life drama began in Midland, Texas, as
18-month-old Jessica McClure slid 22 feet down an abandoned well at
a private day care center. (Hundreds of rescuers worked 58 hours to
free her.)
Five years ago: Russia's worst serial killer, Andrei Chikatilo, was
convicted of mutilating and killing 52 women and children (he was
executed in 1994). The Nobel Prize for chemistry went to American
Rudolph A. Marcus; the prize for physics went to George Charpak of
France.
One year ago: Madonna gave birth to a daughter, Lourdes Maria
Ciccone Leon. Archer Daniels Midland Co. said it would plead tuilty
to two charges and pay $100 million to settle a federal price-fixing
case. The Dow Jones industrial average closed above 6,000 for the
first time, ending the day at 6,010.
Today's Birthdays: Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop is 81.
Actor Roger Moore is 70. Former White House counsel John W. Dean
III is 59. Country singer Melba Montgomery is 59. Fashion designer
Ralph Lauren is 58. Singer Cliff Richard is 57. Singer-musician Justin
Hayward (The Moody Blues) is 51. Actor Harry Anderson is 45. Actor Greg Evigan is 44. Golfer Beth Daniel is 41. Singer-musician Thomas Dolby is 39. Singer Karyn White is 32.
Thought for Today: "To think is to speak low. To speak is to think
aloud." - F. Max Mueller, German philologist (1823-1900).
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NEWLYWEDS'
THEY CAN'T -z$
WAIT TO
GET HOME

***

South dealer.
when West showed out, he would
North-South vulnerable.
have taken the proven finesse against
NORTH
East's jack.
IP A 8 5 2
However, that's not the way
AJ4
things went. When South cashed the
•A J 96
king, East cleverly played the nine
+73
on it, and the appearance ofthe nine
WEST
EAST
diverted South from his original plan.
+3
* J 974
He naturally thought the nine might
97
✓ 10 8 5 2
be a singleton, which meant West
•7 3 2
• 10 8 5
had started with the J-7-4-3.
10 -14
4 J 10 8 5 4
Q 96 2
In order to guard against this
SOUTH
possibility,South continued with the
•K Q 106
queen, planning to finesse against
CATHY
✓ K Q 6 3'
West's jack if East showed out. But
•K Q 4
West showed out instead and South
YOU GAVE CATHY THE
AR, BUT SHE REBELLED
WHY DID I 151VE CATHY
MOTHERS CAN'T WIN.
4A K
went down as a result of East's
"rfn HAPPY YOU'RE SUJC7tE" AErAiNST REBELLING BECAUSE
THE "CrET MARRIED AND
OUR ONLY THRILL IS TO
The bidding:
HAVE CHILDREN" SPEECH??
SPEECH FOR YEARS. SHE
KEEP PARTICIPATING
SHE KNEW I WANTED HER
falsecard.
IN THE &AMES.
DON'T REBEL AND GET MAR- To REBEL. THAT lOA.5 wokse!
NOW SHE'LL REBEL AND
South West
North East
There is a good chance declarer
STAY SINGLE !!
RIED AND HAVE CHILDREN. THE DOUBLE REBELLION !!
2 NT
Pass
3+
Pass
would have made the contract if he
3+
Pass
4 NT
Pass
had played slightly differently. Had
5•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
he entered dummy with a heart or a
Pr,
6+
Pass
7+
diamond at trick two and led a low
Ai"
vilOreissi
spade from dummy,it is hardly likely
44
Iii_1461/11. Opening lead -jack of clubs.
"
IcMiliii:11A
Bridge is a game of endless re- East would have played the nine. He
toir.1140,440.÷11
finements, which is one reason it would probably have made allowb.
•
414
has so many millions of adherents. ance for West to have the singleton
There is always something to learn, ten, in which case the nine play
as shown by this hand where South would jeopardize a sure trump trick
\
became declarer at seven spades.
for his side.
West led a club and South could
Once East played low on this baFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
see 13 tricks provided he did not lose sis,declarer would surely have made
a trump trick. So he won the club the contract. After West followed to
I'M l3RO4cE., I k-1P+VE. MORE 1 CAN'T I'M GONNA Do 8omETI-ANG
MAN,PAyNGThE
MonYVP
with the ace and made the standard the king,South would have led a low
READING To De IN P\
PROMISED
RF.-NT HAS BUSTED
%AND .
V1V6EL_F
safety play of the king of spades.
spade to the ace-guarding against
THAN I CouLD Do
ME FOR-Tf-tE. REST OF WOULDN'T 120 €301- (f
(
c
IN A VE.AFI - PLUS E3Ordinarily, this play would have four spades in the East hand, since
I
iHE MONTH t
Cu_ Go CRAzy!
I
. spkys-AND I TOLD
been successful, because, after both he could not guard against four in
5-IWO
WEED I'D WRIT-E AN
defenders followed low, he would the West hand-and the cat would
BUDGET
ARlict.E. FoR EfAct-k
have led a spade to the ace, and have been out of the bag.
E3ETTRJ)
OF Hie
Tomorrow: It's so easy to go wrong.
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I HATE TO TELL
HIM. YOU'D BETTER
TELL HIM
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PEANUTS

I CAN'T.
YOU TELL HIM

NO PLEASE YOU TELL
HIM _I DON'T HAVE
THE NERVE

DEAR ABBY: You asked your
readers how they would define
"elderly." My 4-year-old daughter
came to me one day with a question
about our neighbor, Fern. "Mom,"
Katy asked,"is Fern old?"
"Yes," I replied,"Fern is old."
"No, Mom,I mean really old."
Knowing that Fern is 87, I
answered "Yes."
"Gosh!" Katy said, her eyes shining. "Is she 30?"
So, Abby, I thought you'd like to
know that in my daughter's eyes,
"elderly" is synonymous with 30.
KIM YOSHIHARA,
PORTLAND,ORE,
DEAR KIM: Katy is not alone.
I remember the '60s, when teenagers and college students used
to say,"Don't trust anyone over
30."
* *

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am shrinking.
I've lost at least 2 inches in height in
the past 20 years. Now that I am 70. I
don't want to turn into someone who
is "vertically challenged '' Should I
have a bone density test?
DEAR READER: I hereby take note
of your political correctness in using
two words where one ("short") would
do. But that's a subject for another
column.
Yes, you should have a bone density
test. This simple, safe and relatively
inexpensive X-ray exam will show
whether you have osteoporosis - and
if so, how much. I recommend this
test for all women and most men)
over the age of 65 or 70, because
osteoporosis can lead to serious handicaps: As calcium leaches from bones,
painful fractures can occur, even durCROSSWORDS
ing minor trauma. Most important,
osteoporosis is treatable.
41 World history
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Picture Perfect," whose married
sister didn't want "Picture's" fiance
in their family portrait, made me
chuckle. By agreeing with thesis-

NO, I'M
STAYING HERE
AS LONG AS
I CAN...

MALLARD FILLMORE

-5277
ARS)

DEAR ABBY: I laughed out loud ter, you implied that tying the knot
when I saw your column featuring was a guarantee of permanent famfamous sayings with original end- ily status A son-in-law can end up
ings provided by a fourth -grade "out of the picture" just as easily as
class in Ventura County, Calif.
a fiance can.
At our computer Web site, the
Several years ago, we had a famGeezer Brigade for "seniors with an ily portrait taken that included our
attitude," a competition was held to parents, my husband and myself,
see if Geezers couldn't outdo the lit- my two married sisters and their
tle whippersnappers. Here are the husbands and children, and my
results:
unmarried sister. Well, all three of
APHORISMS FOR THE '90s the sons-in-law have since become
FROM THE GEEZER BRIGADE
"exes."
- All that glitters is not ... necThere have been ongoing family
essarily something you want your
only daughter sticking through a jokes about the usefulness of those
little "sticky notes" as cover-ups,
hole in her nose.
- The early bird catches ... hell making miniature brown paper
sacks to paste over obsolete heads,
from the union.
- A penny saved is ... something or covering the face of each ex with
you could've invested in the biggest his replacement.
Fortunately, when we sat for the
bull market in history, if only you
hadn't listened to your idiot broth- portrait, we also had shots taken of
my parents by themselves, and "just
er-in-law.
us girls" with our parents. Although
- The road to hell is ... paved.
- If you can't stand the heat ... most of us now display the abbreviated portrait, I keep the one with
hire an assistant.
- The squeaky wheel ... got to be the exes tucked away in a family
album. All three were good men and
lead singer in my son's rock group.
are
a part of our family history,
- It's always darkest just before
... you try to find your seat in a even if not a part of its future.
PICTURE THIS
movie theater.
IN HANFORD,CALIF.
- To err is ... not permitted by
the IRS, and to forgive is unheard or
DEAR PICTURE THIS: I
JOHN KEFtNELL, think
I've got the picture. It's
CHARLESTON,S.C. dizzying to
think that the only
way
to
have
a family portrait is
DEAR JOHN: If some people
are curious about what seniors to include blood relatives only.
are doing with computers these However, many readers wrote
days, your letter should put suggesting that this family have
two portraits made - one with
their curiosity to rest.
the fiance, and one without.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

[W.Nws4,0wWW WY.Parts

Drive in today for your car's fall check up!
.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

;Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

•Brake Service

* Hoses
* Belts
* Flush Cooling System * Interstate' Batteries
* Brakes
* Tune-ups
* Fuel Injuection Service

Includes up to 6 qts. of oil laopar• Musa
chaste lutercheck fluid
leveisivisualty check baneryrenvronmord disposal lee for fluids. Maple
vehicles only. Special Plardiesel trucks
extra
Price Good Thru 11-747

cony.'

507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin restaurant)

753-4462

We Honor' Compel

Coupons
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

Professional Lubrication and T L C for your car, truck, motor home

FREE Safety Inspection!
21 Point • Inspect Tires • Brakes
• Frontend Assembly • Shocks • Muffler • Tailpipes
Good Thru 10/31/97

Everytime!

McCuiston Auto
Electric

Starters & Alternators

Purdom Motors, Inc.

Lube Oil-Filter

Insurance Claims Welcome

With FREE Brake Inspection

• Windshields • Tempered Parts

• Foreign & Domestic
( Save This Ad & Receive A FREE Oil
Change With Windshield Replacement)

Good

mu

10/31197

$19,95

Purdom Motors, Inc.

o Goodwrench

QUICKLUBE;o1ue

Remember Us For Your Commercial
& Residential Replacements

717 S. 4th St.

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-5315

OFFER EXPERES
12-20-97

P155,80R13
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P1851'80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

$28.36
$29.78
$30.06
$31.33
$33.09
$33.81

P205/75R14
P215/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225175R15
P235/75R15

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

$34.76
$36.99
$37.32
$38.27
$39.97
$40.62

FREE With Purchase
Mounting • Computer Balancing
New V3lve Stem • Road Hazard Warranty
Free Rotation & Balance Every 6,000 Miles
(Most Tires)

$2.00 OFF
Full Service
Reg. Price $21.95
I Change up to 6 qta. of major brand oil—new oil alter,
tube all chassis parts. Most autos and light. trucks.

102 South 12th St.
Murray
759-3278

I

$14.99
With Coupon
It%re 10-3147

116

• • 4-Tire Rotation &
Computer Balance.
witiftetione Warranty

'19.00
war, cetapott
Expires 10-3197

FREE

I
I

I

We
_ Feature
_

• Safety Inspection
I Inspect tires, brakes,
f▪ ront-end assembly,
shocks, muffler and
I
tailpipes.
I
wIth Coupon
Repine 10-21-97

USE VALVOLINE.

Before the cold weather arrives, call us
for a complete cold weather maintenance check.
'Fluid Levels 'Belts/Hoses 'Cooling System

'Battery 'Emission 0
.Filters gSteeri

Pittman

Cunningham

University

nye Points

Murray

Tire and Wheel
Alignment
408 N 4th St

Auto Repair

Tire and Auto

Auto Repair

Auto Parts

619 S 4th St

1406 Main St

810'/2 Coldwater Rd

1300 N 12th St

753-6779

753-6831

753-4994

753-9181

753-4424

a..

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

